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A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER!!!
The NEWSPAPER of the hobby!
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90p
OVERSEAS

MINIATURE FIGURIMES LTD
1-5 GRAHAM RD, SOUTHAMPTON Tel:20855

OUR SUPERB QUALITY FIGURES
* * NOW AVAILABLE AT * *★ *

FULL STOCK

OF ALL

MINIFIGS

AND

SKYTREX

PRODUCTS

PLUS

BOOKS

RULES

GAMES

AND

ACCESSORIES

Gillingham Street

ALL

WARGAMERS, COLLECTORS

AND ENTHUSIASTS WILL

RECEIVE A WARM WELCOME

FROM THE MANAGER

DAVE ROTOR

AT 13 GILLINGHAM STREET

LONDON S.W.I

Please note

PERSONAL SERVICE ONLY

AT THIS ADDRESS



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD
21 STATION STREET • MELTHAM ■ HUDDERSFIELD HD7 3NX

JANUARY, 1978 RELEASES
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We've been spreading the
hobby around for a long time-

^ now we're taking it up to new
heights! What wargamer or

collector can stand against our
siege equipment - can you?

25mm Equipment (25/)
25/BT Ancient/Medieval storming tower £8.20

(approximate height 180mm.)
25/BU Storming tower skin cladding kit £2.45

25/BT

jj%
Mi

HERITAGE 15mm NAPOLEONICS

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY (65p Blue)

15/187 Jaegers firing
15/188 Line or reserve infantry charging
15/189 Line or reserve infantry defending
15/190 Grenadiers attacking (plumed)
15/191 Reserve Infantry charging (Stovepipe shako)

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY (65p Blue)

15/198 Uhlans (wearing shapska)
15/199 Landwehr Lancers (Stovepipe shako)
15/200 Dragoons
15/201 Cuirassiers

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC COMMAND PACK

(32p Green)

15/CP31 Line Infantry command
15/CP32 Guard or Grenadier command

15/CP35 Jaeger command
15/CP37 Uhlans (wearing shapska) command
15/CP38 Landwehr Lancers (Stovepipe shako)

command

15/CP39 Dragoon command
15/CP40 Cuirassier command

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERY AND
EQUIPMENT (65p Blue)

15/AP20 Foot Artillery crew
15/AP21 Horse Artillery crew
15/AP23 6 pdr. gun
15/AP24 7 pdr. Howitzer
15/AP25 12 pdr. gun

HAVE YOU TRIED OUR DIRECT MAIL ORDER SERVICE?
we deliver goods — not credit notesi

Prices quoted are those prevailing at press date and are subject to alteration due to economic conditions

VISIT OUR RETAIL SHOP ON THE PREMISES!
Open Mon-Fri 9 a.m. - 4.30 p.m. Saturday 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.



23 GROVE ROAD

LEIGHTON BUZZARD

beds. LU7 8SF

METAL

MINIATURES

ANNOUNCES

New Ranges of 20mni. W.W.II Fxgures,

ALSO

25mm. GAULS, Redesigned SAXONS.

" DRAGON MINIATURES"

15 Science Fiction Figures with space ship

Asterix Obelix & friends -

Based on these well known characters

Catalogues 20p. From Mail Order Office

20mm. Figures lOp. & IIP.
25mm. Figures Hp Foot

25mm. Figures 26p Cavalry.
20p Science Fiction.

54mm. Figures E1-50.

i
FIGURES



NAPOLEON AND THE ARCHDUKE

CHARLES, A history of the
Franco-Austrian campaign in the valley of
the Danube in 1809, F. Loraine Petre, 440
pages, 5 large maps, £5.95 net.

NAPOLEON'S LAST CAMPAIGN IN
GERMANY, 1813, F. Loraine Petre.
403 pages, 17 maps and plans.
£5.95 net.

NAPOLEON'S CONQUEST OF

PRUSSIA, 1806, F. Loraine Petre. 372
pages, 16 plates and 3 fold-out maps,
£5.95 net.

NAPOLEON'S CAMPAIGN IN

POLAND, 1806-7, F Loraine Petre,
384 pages, 16 pages of illustration, 10
large maps, £5.95 net.

NAPOLEON AT BAY, 1814, F. Loraine
Petre, 236 pages with 3 fold-out maps,
£5.95 net.

THE SPITFIRE V MANUAL, The
Official Air Publication for the Spitfire
F.VA, F.VB, F.VC, LF.VA, LF.VB. and
LF.VC 1941-1945. 336 pages, 173
illustrations, £4.95 net.

THE HURRICANE II MANUAL, The
official Air Publication for the Hurricane

IIA, MB, MC, IID, IV and Sea Hurricane
MB and IIC 1941-1945, 440 pages. 142
illustrations and 2 cut-away diagrams,
£5.95 net.

BRITISH AVIATION COLOURS OF

WORLD WAR TWO, The Official British
Aircraft Colours, 64 pages including
colour chart, £4.95 net.

BRITISH MILITARY AIRCRAFT OF

WORLD WAR ONE, 248 pages. 70
pages of diagrams and charts,
£7.50 net.

THE LANCASTER MANUAL, The
Official Air Publication for the Lancaster

Mk.l and III 1942-45. 532 pages, fully
illustrated, £7.95 net.

THE MOSQUITO MANUAL, The
Official Air Publication for the Mosquito
F. Mk.ll, N.F. Mk. Xll and N.F. Mk. XVII
1941-1945. Over 300 pages, fully
illustrated, £7.95 net.

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF INFANTRY

WEAPONS OF WORLD WAR TWO,
Ian Hogg. 192 pages with over 350
illustrations, £4.95 net.

THE RUSSIAN WAR MACHINE

1917-1945, Antony Preston. 256 pages
(64 in full colour), over 375 illustrations,
£5.95 net.

COMBAT AIRCRAFT OF WORLD

WAR TWO, EIke 0. V/eal, John A.
Weal and Richard F. Barker. 240

pages, over 400 illustrations (176 in
colour) £9.95 net.

MILITARY SMALL ARMS OF THE

20th CENTURY, 1^ Hogg and John
Weeks. 304 pages, over 600
illustrations, £9.95 net.

DER ADLER: THE LUFTWAFEE

MAGAZINE. Masami Tokoi, 200 pages.
260 illustrations, 40 full colour

photographs, £4.95 net.

WORLD MILITARY AVIATION,
Nikolaus Krivinyi, 224 pages with nearty
1,000 illustrations, £7.50 net.

BRITISH BATTLESHIPS OF WORLD

WAR TWO, Alan Raven and John
Roberts, 436 pages, over 600
illustrations including over 300
constant-scale line drawings, 8 fold-outs
and 4 pages of colour, £19.95 net.

SUBMARINES OF WORLD WAR

TWO, Ermlnio Bagnasco. 256 pages,
over 500 illustrations, £12.95 net.

WARSHIPS OF THE IMPERIAL

JAPANESE NAVY 1869-1945,
Jentschura, Jung and Mickel. 280
pages, over 500 illustrations, £12.95
net.
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UAAbbomc.
Forces I

A selection from Arms & Armour Press
TIRPIT2: THE FLOATING FORTRESS,
David Brown. 160 pages. 200
photographs, 5 maps and fold-out
drawings, £6.96 net.

GERMAN ARMY UNIFORMS AND

INSIGNIA 1933-1945. Brian L. Davies.

224 pages, 4 pages of colour and 375
monochrome illustrations, £5.95 net.

AIRCRAFT OF THE U.S. NAVY. 72

pages, over 200 illustrations. £3.95 net.

GERMAN TANKS OF WORLD WAR

TWO, F.M.Von Senger und Etterlin. 214
pages, 300 illustrations, £5.25 net.

PANZER COLOURS, Camouflage of
the German Panzer Forces 1939-45,

Bruce Culver and Bill Murphy, 96
pages, 69 colour and over 170
monochrome illustrations, £4.95 net.

FIREPOWER, Weapon effectiveness
on the battlefield, 1630-1850,

Major-General B. P. Hughes, 176
pages, 150 illustrations, maps and
diagrams, £4.95 net.

KEY UNIFORM GUIDES:

1. U.S. INFANTRY EUROPE 1944-45,

Howard P. Davies.

2. BRITISH PARACHUTE FORCES

1940-45, Howard P. Davies.

3. BRITISH EIGHTH ARMY, NORTH

AFRICA 1940-1943,

Robin Adair.

4. LUFTWAFFE AIR CREWS. BATTLE

OF BRITAIN 1940,

Brian L. Davies.

5. GERMAN PARACHUTE FORCES,

1939-1945,

Brian L. Davies.

6. U.S. AIRBORNE AORCES,

EUROPE, 1942-1945,

Brian L. Davies.

Each 32 pages plus 4 pages of colour,

£0.95 net.

2-6 Hampstead
High Street

London NW13 1QQ



SKYTREX LTD
NEW

METAL SPACESHIPS

to complement our well known resin

SD1 Darian FIgtiter
SD2 Darian Battlecruiser

SD3 Darian Depot Ship
SD4 Acturian Fighter
SD5 Acturian Battlecruiser
SD7 Sirian Battlecruiser

SD8 Sirian Fighter

Metal Spaceship Base

NEW

1/300th MODERN AIRCRAFT

Hawker Hunter Mk 6 18

ATA Corsair II 18

Many more Tanks and Aircraft in the range

S.A.E. for full list please

NEW 1/3000 Scale SHIPS

FRENCH

Richelieu 2

Dunkerque 2

Algeria 1
Suffren 4

Duguaylrouln 3
LaGalassoniere 6

Emile Bertin 1

Guepard (x2) 6
Le Fantastique (x2) 6
(Wogador (x2) 2(4)

BRITISH

Barham 1

Malaya 1
'P Class (x2) 8
Vanity {x2) 15

Battleship 30p
Battlecruiser 30p

Heavy Cruiser 30p
Heavy Cruiser 30p
Light Cruiser 25p
Light Cruiser 25p
Light Cruiser 25p
Destroyer 30p
Destroyer 30p
Destroyer 30p

1941 Battleship
1943 Battleship
1943 Destroyer
1941 AA Destroyer

Escort

Hunt (Group 1) (x2) 20 1940 D'troyer Esc't J
Hunt (Group 2) (x2) 36 1941 D'troyer Esc't J
Hunt(Group3) (x2) 28 1942 D'troyerEsc't I
A/BTypeStandard 200 1917-20 Merchant-
Ship man

F Type Standard 12 1918-20- Merchant-
Ship man

H Type Standard 32 1918-20 Merchant-
Coaster man

(The above merchant vessels fought through WW11
WW2, many surviving until the mid-1950s).

*39 ASHBY ROAD
LOUGHBOROUGH

LEICESTERSHIRE

Barclaycard & Access Welcome
Telephone Orders & Enquiries

Loughborough 213789

There are 1 DOC's of items for most types of war-
games on our spring lists. Please send a stamped
self-addressed envelope.

POSTAGE & PACKING

UK, BFPO, 10% up to £7(min 10p)
Post Free over £7

OVERSE AS — 60% up to £7
(min 50p)
30% over £7

EEC Countries 10%(min20p)

NEW PUBLICATIONS

ARMIES OF FEUDAL EUROPE (avail, mid May)
by Wargames Research Group £4.25

post free

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE

No. 4 MEDITERRANEAN CAMPAIGN

(Hardback) £3.95

Napoleon's Campaigns In Miniature
1  A Wargamers Guide to the Napoleonic Wars

1796-1815 (Hardback) £4.95
BIFROST Vol. i Fantasy Campaign £4.25

LAND BATTLES RULES

3000 B.C. to 1250 A.D. (W.R.G.)

Ancient Army Lists (W.R.G.)

Ancient Wargames Guide (Alrfix)
Gladiatorial Combat Rules (Paragon)
Symwar Caesars Conquests
Wars of the Roses - Medieval (Decalset)

1500-1660 2nd edition (Birmingham)

Napoleonic (L.W.S.)

Napoleonic Rules for 1 /300 scale (G. W. Jeffery)
1685-1845 (W.R.G.)

'Voltigeur' Napoleonic Rules (D. Millward)

American Civil War (Confederate High Command)
W.W. I Land Rules (Skytrex)
W.W.II Rules (No. 1 Wargames Command)

Armour/infantry Action 1925-1950

Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II (Skytrex)
SymwarW.W.II Rules

Symwar Modern Rules

Symwar Maps (10 types available) 55
1950-1975Armour/lnfantry{W.R.G.)
W.W.II Rules - basic (Mike Philpott & Bob Thompson)

20th Century Skirmish Rules (Paragon)

Renaissance Rules (W.R.G.)

Middle Earth Fantasy Rules

NAVAL BATTLES RULES

Greek Naval (W.R.G.)

Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.)
Napoleonic (Navwar) 2nd edition
American Civil War ironclads (Navwar)

World War 1 Naval (Skytrex)
World War2 Naval (Davco)

Coastal Naval Warfare (Navwar)

AIR/SPACE BATTLES RULES

W.W.I Aerial Warfare Rules (Paragon)
W.W.II Aerial Combat Rules (Leicester)

Galactic Warfare Rules

£1.30

70p

£1.40

50p

85p

70p

70p

sop

60p

£1.20

£1.05

75p

75p

90p

£1.20

65p

85p

85p

55peach

£1.20

)n) 25p

50p

£1.20

£1.05

JAPAN

Mikuma

Maya
Shiratsuki

(x3) 9 1941 Submarine

4  1937 Light Cruiser 30p
1  1944 Heavy Cruiser 30p

(x2) 12 1936 Destroyer 30p

DOCKYARD ACCESSORIES

SalvageTug(x2) 25p CoalingQuay 15p
OilJetty Lock Gates (X 2) 15p

Extension 12p Coastal Battery 40p

CONQUEST 25 mm FIGURES
FANTASY RANGE

Goblin Army
AJ1 Goblin Leader 2(

AJ2 Goblin with Scimitar & Shield 1!

AJ3 Goblin Archer 1!

AJ4 Lesser Goblin with Club V.

AJ5 Hobgoblin Halbardier 1!
AJ6 Goblin Standardbearer 2(

AJ7 Goblin with War Trumpet 2t
AJ8 Goblin of Deaths Head Regt. 1!
AJ9 Lesser Goblin Slinger i;
AJ10 Goblin Spearman with Shield 1!
AJii Lesser Goblin Javetinman i;
AJ12 Goblin with Blunderbuss 1!

Dwarf Army
AJ20 Dwarf with Two Handed Axe

A J21 Dwarf Crossbowman

AJ22 Dwarf with Sword & Shield

AJ23 Dwarfwith Battle Hammer

AJ24 Dwarf Leader with (Ddins Scourge
AJ25 Dwarf Standardbearer

AJ26 Dwarf Spearman

Fantasy Specials
AJS1 Ogre with Club
AJS2 Zombie

AJS3 Demon with Trident

AJS4 Vampire
AJS5 Large Wolf

AJS6 Emmisary of Darkness
AJS7 Minotaur

AJS8 Warrior Bard with Sword & Lute

AJS9 Hierophant (High Priest)
AJS10 Mounted Wizard Leader

AJS11 Hunchback Wizard

AJS12 Great Troll

AJS13 Beast Master

AJS14 Manticore

AJS15 Winged Gremlin with Bident

ROMAN CHARIOT RACING
by Ed. Smith

Including counters and board 95p

All the thrills, spills and gamesmanship of the arena.

PUBLICATIONS

Armies and Enemies of Ancient Egypt and Assyria
Armies and Enemies of Ancient China

Armies of the Greek and Persian Wars

Armies of the Macedonian and Punic Wars

Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome
Armies of the Dark Ages
Armies of Feudal Europe 1066-1300
Wargames Campaigns
BIfrost Fantasy Campaigns

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE

Western Desert (hardback) £3.95
Russian Campaign (hardback) £3.95
Tank Battles Western Front (hardback) £3.95
Mediterranean Campaign (hardback) £3.95

RENAISSANCE ARMIES by George Gush £4.25
AVERAGE DICE 35p per pair
PERCENTAGE DICE 25p per pair
NORMALDICE 20pperpair

LONDONERS!

IVIINIFIGS SKYTREX (UK) Ltd
13 GILLINGHAM ST, SW1

100 yards from Victoria Station

Dave Rotor will be there to assist you.
Huge stocks of Tanks, Planes. Rules,
Minifigs, 25 mm & 15 mm, figures.
S & T Games, dice and other

SEEING IS BELIEVING!



Heroics & Ros Figures
specialists in 1/300th scale

Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured in high-quality tin-iead alloy-

NEW! Modern AFV's: FRANCE: AMX-10RC;
GERMANS: Leopard lAM, Luchs 8x8 A/C;
ISRAEL: L-33 155 mm SPG ;
USA: M-88 ARV, M578 Light ARV.

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's Pre-coloured card cut-out Landing Craft (LCT4). Pack of 5 for 60p

German
Panzer II B
Panzer II F

Panzer II Flamm
Wespe
Lynx
Panzer III J

Panzer MlM
Panzer III N

StuGillG
Panzer IV D
Panzer iVFl

Panzer IV F2
Panzer IV H
StuG IV

Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel
Nashorn

Panzer 38{t}
Marder III Sd 139-
Marder II H
Hetzer

Panther D

Panther G
Jagdpanther
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Elefant

Brummbaer
Sturmtiger
Hanomag Sd 251/1B
Hanomag Sd 251/1D-
late version

Sd251/10 + 3.7Pak
Sd 251/16 Flamm

OstwindAA separately (5p) JSII
Vyirbelwind AA Rommel personality set JSIII
Opel Blitz with Rommel, staff ISU122
Opel Blitz vyith office body officer, despatch riders
O

ISU152
pel Maultiersoftskin and hi

Kubelwagen (6p) Me 11
Schwimmwagen (6p) Fw 1 {
BMW + sidecar (6p) Ju 87
Bussing Nag truck Ms 12
RaupenschlepperOst MeBf
SdKfz222 Me41
SdKfz231 Fw 18
SdKfz 234/1 DFS2
SdKfz 234/2 Puma Gotha
Protz tractor Me1€
Kettenkrad {6pl BR57
SdKfz 10 Locorr
SdKfz 11 Armoi
SdKfz 7 -10.5 0
3.7 Flak on SdKfz 7 Flak (2
Flakvierling on Sd 7 Panzei
Pak 35/36 + crew (20p)
Pak38 + crew Flatca
Pak38+crew I10p)
Pak 40-!-crew Panzei
Pak 43/41 + crew trolley
Pak 43 on cruciform trail Straigl
+ crew Curvet

7.62 Pak 36 (r)-h crew Do 217
10.5 cm howitzer-!-crew Ju52('
1 5 cm howitzer + crew Me 262
17 cm howitzer -!- crew
8.8 Flak 37 + crew

7.5 cm G36 mountain gun USSR

and ha

Flak(2

trolley
Straigh

lf-track (25p) T-26B Straight
Me109G(12p) BA-10 Curved ti
Fw190Dll2p) BA-32
Ju87B(15p) BA-64 UNITEC
Hs129(15p) T-70 Tetrarch
MeBf110(15p) GAZ-AAA Honey
Me410(15p) GAZ-60 Grant
Fw189(15p) JAG-12 Sherman
DFS 230 glider (15p) GAZ-67 (6p) Sherman
Gotha glider (25p) Katyusha on Studebaker Matilda
Me163(12p) Katyusha on GAZ Valentine
BR57 Armoured M42 45mm AT-h crew Valentine
Locomotive (30p) M41 57mm AT-h crew Archer
Armoured wagon with M44 100 mm AT-h crew Bishop
10.5 cm in turret and 3.7 M39 76.2mm field gun Churchill

Natyusna on btudebaker Matilda

locomotive (30p)
Armoured wagon with
T34 turret (20p)
Flat card Op)
Straight track (Bp)
Curved track (Bp)

UNITED KINGDOM
Tetrarch

Honey
Grant

Sherman M4A1

Sherman Firefly
Matilda

Valentine II

Valentine IX

Archer

Bishop

ACV Dorchester

ACVAEC

Crusader AA Mk 1

Crusader AA Mk2

2 pdr portee on Chevrolet
6 pdr crew
2 pdr-F crew
1 7 pdr -!- crew
25 pdr. limber & crew
5.5 in howitzer crew
7.2 in howitzer + crew

Bofors 40mm AA gun
M

MIS Hellcat

M4A3 Sherman
M4A3E2

M4A3E8
M4A1 dozer

M10

M36

M26 Pershing
M7B1 Priest

M12 155mm SP
M3 half track
TI 9 105mm GMC

orris 6 x 4 Bofors tractor M3 75mm GMC
Quad tractor

Katvusha on GAZ Valentine II Scammel tractor
M42 45mm AT + crew Valentine IX Bedford QL
M41 57mm AT + crew Arcfier Pbrd (Canadal 1 5cwt
M44 100 mm AT + crew Bishop truck
M39 76.2mm field gun-F Churchill III Chevrolet 1 5 cwt

Churchill SBG bridgelayer Chevrolet 3 ton
M31/37 122mm field gun Churchill AVRE (12p) (12p)6edford GL with office

Ch

5p) crew
Panzer 38(t) on flat car M31/37 122mm field gun
(20p) -I- crew
Flat car for mine defence M38 1 52mm howitzer +
dOp) crew
Panzerdraisine rail patrol M31 203mm tracked

t track (Bp)
Curved track (8p)
Do217E(25p)
Ju52 (45p)
Me262(15p)

howitzer -t- crew

■f crew

7.5 cm infantry gun
1 5cm inf. gun-!-crew
Nebelwerfer -!- crew

Sd 251 rocket launcher Karltracked mortar (1 5p) KV1
Arm d Ma

BT-7
T34/76B
T34/760
T34/85

ultier Rocket German standing gun KV2
Launcher crew separately (8p) SU85
Sd250 German kneeling gun SU100
Sd 250/9 a/c crew separately (Bp) T28d2p)
BIV Funklenpanzer Mountain gun crew T35(15p)
Ros Micrc-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are all
10p except where marked.

Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale are 70 pence
per pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.
MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS

Russian standing artillery Scorpion Flail
crew separately (Bp) A9
Russian kneeling artillery A10
crew separately (Bp) A13
57<nmATon Komsomlets Crusader II
SU76 Crusader III
SU-37-1 AA Cromwell
Komsomtets Comet
Stalinets Challenger
GAZ-AAAquad AA Sherman Crab
MG's Sherman DD
Polikarpov 1-16 (12p) Marmon Harrington
11-2 Sturmovik (12p) Humber Armoured car
P®"2 Daimler Scout Car
Yak-9 (12p) Daimler Armoured Car
La-5 (12p) Universal Carrier
MiG-3{ 12p) Sexton
Russian Armoured Wasp flame-thrower

urchill Crocodile (12p) body
Churchill ARK (12p) Bedford OY 3 ton GS
Ram Kangaroo (12p) Chevrolet Petrol Tanker
Churchill Carpet Layer Scammel Tank
Deacon d2p) Transporter

B ritish kneeling
artillerymen separately
(8p)
British standing
artillerymen separately
(Bp)
Spitfire IX (12p)
Hurricane II d2p)
Mosquito FB VI d5p)
Typhoon IB (12p)
Horsa {25p)
Hamilcar I35pl

USA
M3 Stuart
M5 Stuart
M24Chaffee

Jeep(6p)
LVT Buffalo
Greyhound MS
Studebaker 2-y ton truck
Sherman Calliope
Weasel
M4 High Speed Tractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
DUKW
Studebaker Gasoline
Truck
White Scout Car
3 in AT gun -h crew
75mm Pack howitzer
crew

105mm howitzer + crew
155mm Long Tom + crew
M16SPAA
American artillery crew
standing separately (Bp)
P51D Mustang (12p)
P47 D Thunderbolt (12p)
P40E Kittyhawk (12p)

ITALIAN
M13/40
Semovente 75
CV L6/40
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun fitcrew
Fiat G50 Bis (12p)

NEW! WW2: ITALY: AUTOBLINDA 41 ; CVL 3/35
i/SA; 155mm Ml HOWITZER AND CREW;
GERMANY: MARDER II

1 /300th SCALE FIGU RES 70 pence packs.
NAPOLEONIC PERIOD

SOVIET
T-72 Tank
T-62 Tank
T-55 Tank
T-55 doter
T-55 mine clearer
T-IOMtarrk
PT.76 light tank
BMP-76(BMP-11
MICV
BTR-40P with Swatter
BTR-60PBAPC
BRDM-2 APC
BRDM-2 with Sagger
ASU-85SPgun
UAZ-469 jeep
BM-21 Rocket
Launcher
ZSU-23-aSPAA
ZSU-57-2 SPAA
D-30 122mm howitzer

M55 152mm howitzer

M55 100mm AT gun +

BTR-50APC
BMO ParatroopAPC
B M -14 towed rocket
launcher + crew
GA2-69jeep
URAL-375 truck
SA-6 Gainful AA missile
SA-9 Gaskin AA missile
SA-2 Guideline AA
nissile
M1974 122mm SPG
ASU-57SPAT gun
GAZ-69 Recoilless
rifle
FROG-7 artiiierv missile
on launcher truck
McG:i7(12p)
MiG-19(!5p)
MiG-21 (15p}

MiG-23 I30pl
MIG-25 Foxbai (30p)
Su-7 I15p)
Su-9l30p)
Su-!5(30pl
Yak-28(30pl
MI-8Hip(30p)
r^i-24 Hindu So)

USA
M60A1 tank
M60A2 tank
fVl48A2 tank
M55! Sheridan light
tank
M60A1 dozer
fYlll3APC
M113 + 'ecoilless rifle
Ml 13 TOW AT
missile
M163VulcanSPAA
M730 Chaparral SP AA
missile system
M106 mortar earner
M114 recce vehicle
M72B Combat
Engineer Vehicle
Ml 10 SP howitzer
M107 SP howitzer
M109 SP howitzer
Commando armoured
car

XR3 1 1 High mobility
wheeled carrier * TOW
M4I Walker Bulldog
light tank
M42 DusierSPAA
M548 tracked carrier
Honest John missile on
launcher truck
Hawk AA missiles on
M548 launcher
M577 command
vehicle
Dragon light AT missile

set of three
Huey Cobra gunship
(15p)
Bell Iroquois (15p)
Skyhawk (15p)
F104 Starfighter (1 5p)
F4 Phantom {25pl
F111Ef25p)
F14A Tomcat (25p)
F1 5 Eagle (2Sp)

ISRAEL
Super Sherman

SWEDEN
S-tank
1 kv-91 light tank

Jaguar{15p)
Harrier (1 5p)
BuccaneerI30p)

GERMAN
Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder MICV
Gepard SP AA
Jagdpanzer Rakeie
missiiecarrier
Jagdpanzer KanoneSP
AT gun
Spz-11-2APC
Spz-12-3APC
Milan light AT missile
set of threeUNITED KINGDOM set of three

Chieftain
Centurion
Centurion AVRE FRENCH
FV432 APC AMX-30tank
FV438 Swingfirc AMX-13 light tank
launcher AMX-13-f SS11 AT
FV432 -I- mortar missiles
FV432 +Wombat AMX-13 + HOT mis-
FV432 * Rarden siles
FV432-F Cymbeline AMI H-90armoured
radar car
Chieftain Bridge Layer (20pl EBR-7 5 armoured car
Abbot SPG
Saladin armoured car
Saracen APC
Fox armoured car
Ferret armoured car
Ferret 2/6 AT missile
carrier
Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile
carrier
Spartan light APC
Rapier AA missile

AMX-30 155mm
howitzer
AMX-30 Roland AA
missile launcher
AMX-10APC
AMX-10 -F HOT AT
missiles
Jeep with Eniac AT
missiles
Milan light AT missile
launcher (sei of 3)
Mirage IHC115p)
JaguarfISp)

Postage & Packing: UK: minimum 20p, 10% in £ up to £5, over £5: 40o
only.
Europe 20%, Surface mail worldwide 20%.
Airmail USA & Canada 40%. Australia & New Zealand 50%.
£1 = lOOp = US $1.75 approx.

MFN17 Napoieorr, Marshals
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD
UNITS
MfN5 Gienadiersol (he Old Guard
MFN20 Chasseurs a Pied pi I he Guard
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers
MFN1 1 Chasseurs a Cheval of the Guard
MFN2 Polish Lancers ol ihe Guard
MFN8 Foot Artillery of the Guard ■
MFN9 Horse Artillery ot the Guard
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS
MFN1 Lme Grenadiers
MFN14 Fr Line Fusiliers
MFN4 VoMiguers skirmishing
MFN 16 Fr Carabmiets
MFN 10 Cuirassiers
MFN 1 9 Line Draqoorrs
MFN6 Chasseurs a Cheval o( the Line
MFN12 Hussars
MFN13 Lancers of the Line
MFN3 Foot Ailillery
MFNI5 Fr GunTeams
MFN18 Fr WagonsandTeams
BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MBN 1 6 Wellington & Generals
MBN1 British Inlanlry
MSN 7 British Line Infantry Light Co
MBN 14 British light Infantry
MBN 1S British Light Infantry skirmishing
MBN5 Highlanders
MBN 8 Highlanders skirmishing
MBN4 RilJemen
MBN 1 7 Household Cavalry
MBN2 Dragoons
MBN6 ScoisGreys
MBN 10 British Hussars
M8N11 Bill. Li Dragoons
MBN9 Horse Artillery
MBN3 Foot Artillery
MBN12Biil GunTeams
M8N13 Bill Wagons
PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPNl Musketeers
MPN2 Jagers skirmishing
MPN3 Dragoons
MPNS Prussian Uhlans
MPN4 Artillery
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MAN1 Austrian Musketeers
MAN2 Austrian Grenadiers
MAN3 AustrianJagersskirmishmg
MAN4 Austrian Cuirassiers
MAN5 AusirianArtillery

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MRNl Grenadiers
MRN-5 Pavlov Guard
MRN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers
MRN6 Cossacks
MRN4 Artillery
BAVARIAN UNITS
MGN1 Bavarian Infantry
POLISH UNITS
MWNl Polish Infantry
MFN2 Lancers
SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MSN1 Spanish Musketeers
MSN2 Spanish Grenadiers
MSN3 Spanish Musketeers skirmishing
MSN4 Spanish Dragoons
SECOND WORLD WAR
GR1 German Infantry
GR2 German Infantry Support

Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 GermanWorldWarllcavairy
GR5 Afrika Korps
BRI British Infantry
BR2 British Inlanlry Support

Weapons
6R3 British Paratroops
BR4 SthArmy
SRI Russsian Infantry
SR2 Russian Infantry Support

Weiipons
SR4 RussianWorldWarllcavalry
USR1 United States Infantry
USR2 United Slates Infantry Support

Weapons
MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATO Infantry
M2 NATO infantry Support

Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pack Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pack Infantry Support

Weapons
ANCIENT PERIOD
ROMANS
MAR 1 Roman Legionaires
MAR2 Romans aiiacking
MAR3 Roman Light Infantry
MAR4 Asiatic Archer
MARS Roipan Cavalry
MARS Roman War Engines
MAR? Praetorian Guard
MARS Equiies Smgularls Guard Cavalry
MAR9 Western Auxiliary Archers
MAR 13 Late Period

Legionaries attacking

MARIO Late PeriodLegionaires
MAR 11 Late Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR 12 Roman Generals. Tribunes
BYZANTINES
MA81 Byzantine Heavy Infantry
MAB2 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MAB3 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry^
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry
MASS Byzantine HorseArchers
MAB6 Byzanime Fool Archers
BARBARIANS
MA11 Oacian Infantry (includes

spearmen, rhomphiae. archers

MA 12 VIsigoihic Infantry
MA13 HunCavalry
MAI4 Gothic Cavalry
MA 16 Sarmaiian Cataphracts
MAF1 Gaulish Infantry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry
GREECE
MAG 1 Greek City Hoplites
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG 7 Phodian Slingers
MAGS CretanArchers
MAG3 Greek Cavalry
MAG5 Successor Cavalry
MAG4 War Elephants
MAGS Spartan Hopliies
MAGS Peltasts
MAG to Macedonian Hypaspists
MAG 11 Thracian Light Cavalry
PERSIANS
MAPS Persian Immortals
MAP2 Persian Archers
MAP3 Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian Horse Archers
MAP6 Mounted Persian Spearmen
MAP7 Persian Armoured Cavalry
MAPI Persian Chariots
MAPS Persian Scythed Chariots
SASSANfOS
MAS 1 Sassanid Levy Spearmen
MAS2 Sassanid Archers
MAS3 Sassanid Clibinarii
MAS4 Sassanid Cataphracts
MASS SasssnidLighiCavalry
MAS6 Sassanid Elephants
NEW
MAI 6 Ancieftt-British Chariot
MA17 Ancient British Infantrv
MAI 8 Ancient British Cavatry
MA 19 Arab Camelry

(Seleucid-Palmyran).
MAILORDER Legionaries attacking
Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give some alternatives. Every
effort will be made to fulfil first choices.
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(SALES) LTD. ARENA II
32 Mansfield Lane, Calverton, Nottingham. Tel: (0602) 203849

Trade Enquiries and Orders to 15 Furlong Ave., Arnold, Nottingham.
AT CUSTOMERS' REQUEST WE ARE NOW

PRODUCING OUR MODELS IN A MORE

EXPENSIVE ALLOY. WE FEEL SURETHATTHE

INCREASED QUALITY JUSTIFIES THE EXTRA

COST.

FANTASY FIGURES

FD1 Dwarf (two-handed axe or hammer) .. 15p
FD2 Dwarf attacking (axe or hammer) 15p
FD3 Dwarf thief or Light Infantryman

(sword or spear) 15p
FD4 Dwarf (spear or two-handed axe) 15p
FD4a Dwarf Standard Bearer 24p
FD5 Dwarf Crosstxjwman/Handgunner

(crossbow or handgun) 15p
FD6 Dwarf Halbardier (assorted polearm?) 15p
FD6a Dwarf Standard Bearer 24p
FD7 Dwarf in Full Mail (sword or hammer) 15p

F1 Old Wizard (staff) 18p
F2 Fighting Bishop (mace, flail or

hammer) 18p
F3 Young Wizard (dagger) 18p
F4 Warrior Priest (mace, flail or

hammer) 18p
F5 Thief (sword or dagger) 18p
F6 Fat Warrior 18p

FM1 Troll(hammerorclub) 35p
FM2 Ogre (hammer of club) .' 35p
FM3 Gigantic Rat 35p
FM4 Were Rat 35p
FM6 Giant Rat 8p
FM7 Golem '5/
FM8 Gargoyle 35p
FM9 Harpy 35p
FMIOGiantBats 15p
FM11 Salamander 24p

FM12Cockatrice 35p
FM130wl-Bear 45p
FMUSpectre 18p
FMISMinataur 45p

FMieUnicorn 24p
FM17Basillsk 35p
FM18Skeleton Warrior 18p
jl'fAt^'Storm Giant £2.95
PMiit'Sacrificial Tree with Female Victim ... 45p

FC1 Lord of Chaos mounted on

Hell Horse 65p

FBI Northern Barbarian 18p
FB2 Chaos Doomguard 20p
FB3 Dismounted Lord of Chaos 30p
FB4 Warrior of Chaos 18p
FB5 Mighty-Thewed Barbarian 18p

FW1 Woman Warrior in chainmail & shield

(sword or hammer) 1 Sp
FW2 Female Thief 15p
FW3 Adventuress 15p

FE1 Wood Elf Swordsman 15p

FG1 Goblin attacking with cleaver ISp
FG2 Great Hobgoblin attacking 25p
FG3 Goblin Archer 15p

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP

PUBLICATIONS

3000BCto1250AD £1.30

1685-1845 £1.30

Armour/Infantry 1925-1950 £1.20
Armour/Infantry 1950 -1975 £1.20
Renaissance Rules £1.20

Armiesofthe Macedonianand Punic Wars . £1.80

Wargames Campaigns £1.85
Armies and Enemies of Ancient Egypt
and Assyria £2.70
Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome £2.70
Armies of the Greek and Persian Wars £2.70

Armies of the Dark Ages £3.50

VIKINGS

VI Two-handed Axeman 15p
V2 Archer ISp
V3 Heavy Infantry with spear 15p
V4 Heavy Infantry witti sword 15p
V5 Spearman 15p
V6 Berserker ISp
V7 Light Javelinman ISp
V8 Standard Bearer 24p
V9 Heavy infantry In winter clothing ISp
V10 Heavy infantry In fur waistcoat ISp

MEDIEVALS

Ml 2-Handed Axeman ISp
M2 Crossbowman ISp
M3 Spearman ISp
M4 Longbowman ISp

GREEKS

G1 Greek Hoplite ISp
G2 Greek Archer ISp
G3 Greek Slinger ISp

SD1 Great Emerald Dragon £2.20
SD2 Homed Dragon Beast £2.20
SD3 Dreaded Snark £1.20

GUNFIGHTERS

W1 Doc Holiday ISp
W2 WyattEarp ISp
W3 Buffalo Bill ISp
W4 Butch Cassidy ISp
W5 Sundance Kid 1 Sp
we 'Tbe Hired Gun' ISp

POST & PACKING

UK — 10% Minimum 25p
Post Free Over £7

OVERSEAS - 40% Minimum £1

The Nottingham Wargames Club
and the Nottingham Model
Soldier Shop cordially invite you
to their

NOTHING'S
GOING TO STOP
ME GETTING TO

ARENA II

CONVENTION

To be held on the 4th of March

at the Victoria Leisure Centre

Bath Street, Nottingham
OPEN:- 9.30 am to 7.00 pm ADMISSION 30p
(Refreshments & Licensed Bar Available)

COME AND SEE:- All the top trade stands, display games & star
invitation games.

COME AND TAKE PART IN:- Bring & Fight games, a monstrous D&D
Game, and Board Games.

For further details send S.A.E. to:-

Mr. M. Raymond,
19 Thomas Close,
St Annes,

Nottingham.

Or Ring us on:—
Nottingham 43457

DON'T MISS THIS GREAT WARGAMES EVENT
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NEWSLETTER
Editor: Donald Featherstone

MARCH 1978

Mmm

711163" where questio^ were answered i^^''""'
ICS did not fit Into any^of Paddy's categories
led me to take an ohjective view of myself as a
wargamer and I suppose the end result (which jft-ik 'A'\ (i-iA
follows) indicates that close proximity with the y //■■ ;■»
hohhy hoth in an amateur and professional sense V
for more than a generation tends to hlur the edges.
Generally, my interest lie)in 19th century Colonial warfare; 19th century European warfare and the
American Civil War; 18th century "formal" warfare" and the American Revolution; the Napoleonic Wars;
Pike and Shot warfare and recently World War Two airborne conflicts - in roughly that order. ^ ^
only interested in playing with miniature figures as hoard wargaiiies, despite their immense availahil-
ity, I find irritatingly complex and far too consuming hoth in time and thought. Perhaps that last
sentence puts its finger on my real attitude towards wargaming - it has to he a reasonably light-
hearted, comradely game that does not require too much serious thought or working out because all
those attributes have to he devoted to the research and writing that brings in a major part of my
income. The resulting situation intensely irritates my teenage son (as it will no doubt many other
wargamers) who is appalled by my complete lack of competitive instinct (frankly I do not care whether
I win or lose as long as I enjoy the game); my total lack of attention to ground and time scales which
I do not really comprehend but no doubt automatically and unwittingly enter into my games. I enjoy
devising pre—game narratives and setting—up situations, like placing the regiments in position and
manoeuvering them but become increasingly restless when contact approaches as the actual mechanics of
the game tend to bore me. I like the end result but can barely be bothered with the means of obtain
ing it hence rules are continually re—written and simplified to obtain a reasonable degree of accuracy
and realism with a minimum of working-out. On the subject of rules, I cannot think of anything that
would force me to play with rules not of my own devising as I have yet to find another set' that appeal
to my taste or practical attitude. In fact, I have a strange mental block which makes me almost in
capable of comprehending rules when reading or first playing them - I do not think this indicates lack
of intelligence because I have to display a modicum of it when writing books, rather I think it is a
personal defence mechanism that clicks into action to save me time and mental anguish with something
in which I have no real interest - I notice this same blankness in other aspects of life when I do not
really wish to participate! My attitude towards the actual wargames figures is rather anomalous in
that I have no ideals or high standards - my armies are a mixture of scales in that I have 5nim blocks;
20mm; 25mm and 30mm armies - within those ranges I quite happily mix 20 and 25nim figures in the same
battles and use large Stadden 35mm figures along with my small SAE 30's. I do not mind whether they
are plastic or metal - indeed it delights my economic soul to be able to obtain the cheapest possible
army and in past and less harassed days I delighted in casting hundreds of figures and making up armies
albeit relatively crude ones on the cheap. I have no patience whatsoever with "fancy" formations such
as those Napoleonic battalions with separate figures for voltigeurs, grenadiers and the like, yet my
men must be accurately dressed and equipped - I cannot bear any deviations. My figures are not painted
particularly well because I lack talent in that direction but I claim that they fulfil a true wargaming
principle of "bearing a pleasing appearance en mass. I am fascinated by the terrain over which they
fight and like nothing better than to lay—out a realistic battlefield with river-beds, sunken roads,
hedged fields, etc., etc. I can see no reason why wargamers should not fight their battles over terrain
that is as realistic in appearance as the backgrounds set-up by model railway enthusiasts.

Well, there it is - a thoroughly parochial attitude which I think owes a great deal to my possess
ing tolerant wargaming friends who have been coming to this house every Thursday night for the past 12
years, fighting MY suggested battles, using MY figures and fighting to MY rules - and who could ask for
more?
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NAPOLEON IN ITALY

Gary Hutton

IN FORMING THE PLAN OF CAMPAIGN IT IS REQUISITE TO FORSEE EVERYTHING THE ENEMY MAY DO, AND BE
PREPARED WITH THE NECESSARY MEANS TO COUNTER-ACT IT. PLANS OF CAMPAIGN MAY BE MODIFIED AD INFINITDM
ACCORDING TO THE CIRCUMSTANCES, THE GENIUS OF THE GENERAL, THE CHARACTER OF THE TROOPS, AND THE
FEATURES OF THE COUNTRY.

MILITARY MAXIMS OF NAPOLEON

Example: Wurmser's
attempt to raise the
siege of Mantua 1796.

Strength of the
Austrian forces 60,000
Minus troops
left to guard
the Tyrol 10.000

Plus the garri
son Besieged
at Mantua

50,000

12,000

62,000

Strength of the French
Forces:

Sauret

Massena

Despinoy
Augereau
Serurier

Kilmaine with

the reserve

cavalry

^,200
15,000
A, 400
4,600
9,200

5.000

40,400

Refer to sketch map for
their original disposi
tions .

THE FRENCH DISPOSITIONS
•'■'Bozen.
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It is quite
obvious that the French
were outnumbered, in
deed to obtain a more
accurate picture of the
situation remove the
forces engaged around
Mantua, and this will
leave the French with
a total of 31,000 and
their Austrian oppon
ents with 50,000. Thus
the initiative lay with
the Austrians forcing
the French to adopt a
defensive rp-Ie and con
form with the initial
movements of their adversaries.
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The French forces were strung out from Brescia to Verona in order to cover both sides of Lake
Garda and their line of communications to Milan. Their 'back door' also had to be protected around
Legnano, which was vulnerable to an attack via the Brenta valley, through Bassano and then westward
to Vferona.

Napoleon could not know, and would not know, until the attack developed from which direction the
Austrians would make their main thrust. Therefore, he was compelled to play a waiting game! On the
other hand, the Austrians who were concentrated around Trento had a number of alternative attack routes
open to them, plus internal lines of communication and the added advantage of surprise whenever and
wherever they decided to advance. So their only real problem was which of the three routes, or combin
ation of the three, they would choose. They were as follows:-

WEST: Down the Chiese valley, to take Salo and/or Brescia.
Advantages: To threaten the French line of Communication to Milan.
Disadvantages: Approaches were narrow and restrictive to large masses of men and materials,

therefore, unsuitable for the main body.



CENTRE; Down the Adige valley, via Rlvoli, Verona, striking at Mantua and French troop concentrations
south of Lake Garda.

Advantages: There was a serviceahle road plus numerous minor routes allowing for the passage
of a force of all-arms. To strike at the main objective Mantua.

Disadvantages: Possibility of exposing their right and rear to a French counter-attack up
the Chiese valley.

EAST: Down the Brenta valley via Bassano and then westwards to Verona and Mantua.
Advantages: Would allow them to deploy their numerically superior troops prior to reaching the

Adige, and to provide ample space for the manoeuvre of their overwhelming mass of
cavalry, at the time the finest in Europe.

Disadvantages: The long detour down the Brenta valley, the three river obstaeles between them
and their objective; and the danger of the whole movement being turned via the
Chiese/Adige valleys.

Of course I have assumed a commitmeoit. to only one of the alternatives but any commander would be
foolish not to consider a combination of two or maybe three of those available. At this point it might
prove interesting to place yourself in command of the Austrian army, and given the dispositions on the
Sketch Map, write in the direction and strength of the Austrians advance. Later you can see if your
deployment is similar to Wurmser's. Be that as it may, once the redoubtable old Alsati&n had made his
decision the scene was set for what we now know as the battles of Lonato and Castiglione, in which it
took Napoleon four days of marching and counter marching before he had a clear picture of the Austrian
advance.

We must now gallop over to the French headquarters and once more place ourselves in the position
of commander-in-chief.

It is July 29th 1796. The headquarters are a flurry of activity, couriers are arriving and de
parting almost incessantly, hastily scrawled messages are thrust into your hand, the heat is oppres-
suvem and the maps spread out upon the table blur in the fly ridden hum of an Italian summer. Staff
officers attempt to point out salient features as you struggle to decipher sweat stained despatches;
any one of which might contain a vital clue towards unravelling the Austrian's intentions! They all
have to be analysed and orders given. You are informed that Austrian cavalry patrols have been sighted
as far south as the Brescia-Milan road, does this indicate a major thrust at your vital lines of
communication? Or is it a diversion to draw you away from the position Verona - Mantua? Other reports
tell of enemy columns being engaged either side of the Adige river, and in the hills above Verona
another column of Austrians probing and pushing in your outer lines of defence. Two attacks then
either side of Lake Garda, and what is this, more enemy cavalry patrols to the east, seeking and feel
ing out the weaknesses in your right flank. Which and from where was the major attack about to be
launched? With such limited information what would have been your orders? Consult the map. Write
them down and compare them later with Napoleon's instructions to the various units in the field.

Initially he decided to deal with the two columns advancing dowa the Afige, one moving directly
down the valley, the other north of Verona commanded by General Meszaros.

He instructed Massena and Despinoy to hold the column in the valley, whilst Augereau was to link
up with the garrison in Verona and destroy Meszaros; after which the entire force would,turn on the
other coming down the Adige. It was a classic Napoleonic manoeuvre, concentrate swiftly and defeat
the enemy in detail.

Within hours of the despatches being sent out others began to come in. Meszaros' attack turned
out to be only a diversion and the push down the valley too strong to hold. Another plan had to be
devised, or the road to the southern plains would be open to attack from two directions. Could Sauret
hold his position about Salo where the Austrians were increasing the pressure? Had it been too early
to withdraw Augereau from the south, thereby exposing the southern flank to Mantua? Were the Austrians
about to launch an attack across the broad areas south of the Brenta pass? Again and again those
questions must have flashed across the mind of the French commander-in-chief and always ending in the
one problem; which was the Austrian's main attack? What orders would you have given?

Napoleon re-aligned his army, he abandoned the Adige as a defensive position and concentrated his
forces between the Adige and the Mincio just south-east of Lake Garda. Augereau was re-directed to
march upon Roverbello. Serurier was instructed to raise the siege of Mantua and to seize all crossings
from Gioto southwards. The French were pulling back.

The night of 29th/30th July brought further worrying news. Sauret had been severely mauled and
the French lines of communication placed in extreme peril; more thought, more decisions, more orders!
Napoleon rushed reserves across to Sauret, two brigades from Peschiera and one from Verona. This left
only the thinnest of lines holding the Adige-Verona front. Would the Austrians exploit it?

Shrill trumpet calls and soldiers curses announced the arrival of the morning of 30th July. A
group of grime covered couriers snatched whatever breakfast they could before leaving with yet more
despatches. New arrivals, sore and weary, brought in fresh information and it became clear from the
commander's grim expression that the news was bad. He brusquely dismissed the hovering aides and de
manded to be left alone. We can only guess his thoughts but his feelings are made clear if we read a
letter he wrote to Augereau at the time:

"The following is the unfortunate position of our army. The enemy army have broken through our
lines in three places; they are masters of La Corona and Rivoli; two important points. Massena has
been forced to yield to superior forces; Sauret has evacuated Salo and begun his retreat to Desenzana,
and the enemy has captured Brescia and the bridge of San Marco. You see that our communication with
Milan and Verona are cut off."

Who would not despair in such a situation, and who could condemn a young man of twenty-seven years
should he decide to concede and retire before the seemingly inexorable advance of the Austrian armies.



In fact Bonaparte's nerve failed him and he decided upon the most un-Napoleonic of courses - he eallod ||
for a Council of War and sought the opinions of his field commanders. During this council his hesi-
tance was apparent when he suggested withdrawal, hut this was changed, and if we are to believe
Augereau's memoirs it was he who stepped in at the crucial moment and restored Napoleon's self conli-
dence. In his swaggering manner he roared his disapproval or retreat:

"Attack first fight here and 1 will answer for victory."

Whatever the truth of the matter the commander resolved to continue the struggle and fresh orders
were swiftly despatched to the various divisions. What would yours have been?

The main body was to march against the attack coming down the Chiese valley, he left rear guards
to retire slowly before the overwhelming battalions of Wurmser's major thrust. Every unit that could
be spared was thrown into the fray; the siege of Mantua was finally lifted and the forces ordered west
wards to cover any withdrawal upon Cremona. The relief of Mantua proved a hollow victory for Wurmser
because what followed is well recorded; the Austrian advance down the Chiese valley, led by a General
Quasdanovitch, was defeated and dispersed. This allowed the French to concentrate their entire effoi't
against Wurmser who had thought that he had only to march to success, but was forced after ten days
fighting to retire into the Tyrol with a loss of twenty-five thousand men in killed and wounded, fifteen
thousand prisoners, nine stand of colour, and seventy pieces of cannon.

Napoleon who began the campaign with inferior numbers was allowed to wrest the initiative from the
lethargic hands of the Austrians, concentrate his forces and defeat his enemies in detail; it was to be
the 'secret weapon' that rocked Europe to its aristocratic foundations for the next nineteen years.
Within the 1796 campaign we have seen the application of the maxim:

"Foresee everything....counter act it....plans may be modified ad infinitum, etc., etc."

The old braggart Augereau was given the honour of presenting the final total of sixty enemy colours
to the Directory. Years later he was to be further honoured when Napoleon became Emperor and awarded
him the title of Duke of Castiglione; and it may be said in Napoleon's favour that he countered all
future criticism of Augereau's often outrageous behaviour by answering:

"Ah, but remember what he did for us at Castiglione."

It is sad to reflect that the last meeting between the two men contained little of their earlier
esteem and regard for each other. Napoleon a prisoner on his way to exile in Elba, Augereau now a
commander of troops wearing the white cockade of his new master, met near the town of Valence; the
former downcast and conciliatory, the latter ill mannered and bitter. A sad case of not "foreseeing
everything the enemy may do* and being totally unable to take the "necessary means to counter act it."

It will no doubt be recognised that my major source of reference is from W.G.F.Jackson's brilliant
book entitled "ATTACK IN THE WEST". 1 trust that by leaning so heavily upon this well known publica
tion 1 have not infringed copyright.

W-iVRGAMES REACH ITALY - AND BEYOND I

toy
Paddy Griffith

1 was very.interested to see Andrew Grainger's "Wargames Reach Italy" in the November Newsletter,
as he was agreeWith so many of the things 1 had written in previous articles: wargamesdon't take much
serious account of history, they are not very carefully prepared by the individual, and they are in
creasingly coming in commercial packages. In other words, pure wargames are just a sideshow. The
quick and easy solution is the mainstream. All this, 1 think, is generally true, as well as being a
great pity. Andrew is quite right.

1 would, however, pick one rather minor bone with him. That is to do with map games. He is
under the impression that maps can be used only for "fairly small campaigns with figures", and that
they are unwieldly to set up as well as time-consuming. Here 1 disagree. Maps in fact offer the very
easiest type of wargame to set up, because all you do is unroll them. Admittedly they need marking up,
but that is easier than covering hex sheets with minute counters, or laying out an array of figures.
It can also be done in advance of the game itself without thereby neutralising valuable table space
throughout the intervening period, (i.e. you can prepare the wargame, then use the dining room table
for supper, then fight the wargame: there are not many games where that is possible). Nor are map
games time-consuming. 1 have done many inside two hours, with perfectly satisfactory results, even
with total beginners. Obviously the longer you take the more depth it is possible to get, but that is
true of all wargames.

The campaign need not be small, either. We have done the entire battle of France, 19kO, and the
entire Yom Kippur war in six hours each. On this timescale the Russian campaign would take just one
day, NOT a "lifetime". Of course all this depends on playing without transferring the action onto
the table-top. Board gamers don't revert to figures for their tactical contacts, and neither do map
gamers. Actually, of course, board wargamers are just a rather stylised version of map games. The
maps are simplified and a rigid grid is imposed upon them. It is rather like chess, where the pieces
are standardised and the battlefield is gridded into black and white squares. Wargames with figures
really bear the same relation to chess as map wargames bear to boardgames. There is more "feel" ior
the battle in both cases, and the rules are more flexible. Where this analogy breaks down, of course,
is in the matter of sources of supply. Chess sets, wargame figures, and maps may all be obtained Irom
a wide variety of sources. Boardgames all tend to come from two or three.

SPRING MILITARY BOOK CAMPAIGN

Readers should have noticed from last month's advertisements that a group of five publishers -
Arms and Armour Press; Blandford Press; Leo Cooper; Osprey and Patrick Stephens - are combining to
launch a special military book promotion this Spring to be known as THE MILITARY BOOK CAMPAIGN to
run from 18th March to 1st April and to be mainly directed towards increase sales of military books
through bookshops and model shops. Undoubtedly this will create interest that will rebound to the
wargamer and military collector's advantage so look out for special displays in bookshops; special
ist advertising in military and modelling journals, media publicity, interviews with authors in the
national and local press and on radio and T.V. together with co-operation between local military
model societies and bookshops.



MUST LIST
Strongest supporters of Wargamer's Newsletter, both through his advertising and con^

tinuai encouragement, is genial George Erik of MINIATURE WARFARE LIMITED, I8B The Pantiles Tunbridee
ells, Kent, England. Therefore it gives me great pleasure to be able to report that, whilst George

was very satisfied with the steady growth achieved to date and the loyal regular clientele they have
Southern Counties in particular. Miniature Warfare Limited are now in a position to-

proceed with plans to expand and provide a special kind of service and support that they feel the
hobby merits. The firm who occupied the larger part of their premises has moved out and Miniature

entire shop and showrooms of I8b The Pantiles, from April 1stnext. This will allow them to more than quadruple their working space, give them ground level shop
windows to display their wares and they will have room to keep a much wider choice of stock so that

cirLnw^c modeller and militarist is catered for in an atmosphere where he knows he
tension nf ^Li^nr^ ® special militaria Book Department and a planned ex-tension of their "If we haven't got it, we'll get it for you" Mail Order Service, paying particular
nH the needs of wargames clubs both at home and abroad. Examples of their Studio productsand dioramas will be on display and from time to time there will be demonstrations of modelling

techniques. The decor of the new premises will feature militaria artifacts and collectors items and
ey are investigating the possibility of a special room for wargames and other demonstrations - for

which they would appreciate the co-operation of local clubs. Also, later in the year they are planning
the production of a complementary series of figures to attract the wargamers interest. Further detail!
in nnit exciting venture will be given in Miniature Warfare's advertising elsewhere in this issue andin next month's and subsequent month's copies.

+viat success of the film STAR WARS is expected to arouse considerable interest in wargaming
nnn+"®^ stimulate ranges of figures for it extra to those already on the market.In thj.s context, George Erik interested me very much when mentioning that more than ond and'-a helf

decades ago he made a series of figures for DAN DARE space wargataing, based on the series that many of
+01^1"® ®^v,^?"v. years in that beautifully coloured and produced boys magazine EAGLE.
^ a "'®-^ i masters for this range and who knows, perhaps they will see thelight of day amid the undoubted plethora of similar figures which will soon be hitting the market!

+V,. L^ING miniatures has come further samples of their World War Two 20mm wargames figures -this time It IS Pack K containing three lying down British infantrymen with separate light machineguns.
etc., and Pack J containing a standing, kneeling and lying down German infantrymen, similarly with
separate weapons. These are beautifully made figures and will fit in ideally with the Airfix scale.
I hope that producing them does not stop Bill increasing his rather exclusive range of Medieval figures
because he is obviously still working on this World War Two range and mentions that he will shortly
have a German mortar crew finished, after which some ItaHians and Americans are going to be produced.

World War Two scene, I have received from MODEL FIGURES AND HOBBIES of Northern
Ireland (who also upported the Newsletter with advertising for many years) samples of new items in
thpn designed is the kneeling German paratrooper with faustpatrone (Panzerfaust)•then there is a two-man German Para team firing a Raketen Panzerbuchse (Panzerchreck) The first at
Seaoi. ̂ ® 120mm Wheeled mortar at lOp urtAesfpiec^rarepleasing and are their own new models to supplement the excellent models designed by famous Charles
stadden and originally produced by Almark Limited, from whom Model Figures and Hobbies originally
obtained them and sell at most competitive prices. Matching in scale A.F.Vs in ^hrHO/oS ̂ anges"^
fiffu^^s^n1a«+-®®®"M' ®^®'' following - ALMARK WD SERIES: 1:72 scale wargamesMoulded in hard polystyrene they can be easily converted. WD-1 British Infantry
939-n5 12 piece set consisting of 3 riflemen advancing; 3 riflemen firing; 2 NGO's with S.M G's- 3
grenade throwers and 1 sapper. WD-2 British Infantry Weapons - 2 Vickers machine guns; 2 3" mortars-
fr-PP TT L.M.G.; 2 Bren No 2's prone and 3 Mortar/MG gunners. Price 30p per set, poste U.K. only Overseas extra. WD SERIES: 1:72 scale: Cast metal figures: German 1939-4i5 - Germtin

inrfiS'MP^8 W3A; lying firing MG34 machine gun; kneeling throwing grenade; advanc-
Mpfa + 4.5 . P advancing with rifle and bayonet; Panzer Grenadiers - NCO standing firing
Pp= + Lf ° throwing grenade; lying firing MG3'i machine gun and advancing with rifle and bayonet.Postage on the above is lOp per 10 figure.s with a minimum of lOp: overseas extra.

AMTt Skirmish-warpming is your speciality then I suggest that you send to MODEL FIGURES
^P 2pd P+ ®t'' +5 ̂  r* spares of World War Two items which even include a tobaccopipe and Bier Stein. Then they have 5^mm figure kits of the MG3A machine gun complete with three man

mortar complete with three man German crew at 35p a kit, postage 15p extra.
Also 5Amm scale figures in hard polystyrene of the Imperial Japanese Army 1939-A5 - 10 full action

llpTer box^pJltS^Jpr""®^® ®'®" conversions at
Another interesting item available from MODEL FIGURES AND HOBBIES are sets of book plates to

original designs by military artist John Donaldson. Book plates add a personal mark of distinction
to library collections and these well designed plates with British and French Napoleonic figures
against a background of weapons^, !lags and other military items, are pleasing at 30p for 10; 75p for
pLp postage 9p. The plate#)&hesive and can be fixed into the book by damping the back and onesname is then written in the space provided.

I note in John Mansfield's bi-weekly newszine SIGNAL (8 for ei.GOp. Signal AlO-240 Brittanv Dt-
awa, Ontario, Canada KIK 0R7) that Lou Zocchi (an old friend much experienced in tie field of board'

^9532, is selling^ Wee Warrior Product Ln!i!t-ing of a package of three dimensional buildings in 25mm scale which can be used for Fantasy or

Ghnn ®o^^^iuoludes 10 buildings - wizard's cottage, Long House, Smithy, Old Mill, Pawn
wpfp^-p pY? '+ "a ®'^ heavy weight cardboard, the buildings can be hand colouredbefore cut out and assembed. They sell at /4.50 in America - overseas prices unknown I'm afraid.



For more years than I care to renemher John Nlhlett of 50 The Broadway, Herne Bay, Kent, has heen
involved in making model soldiers. I .believe he has designed many of the figures that form the Airfix
OO/HO scale range and he has heen involved as a backroom boy in many very well known model soldier
enterprises. Now he is offering sets of figures in genuine 20mm scale - 3 mounted £1.60p plus postage
and packing l?p or 6 foot 72p plus postage and packing 12p. At the moment his range is small and
covers l^th century Knights and Men-at-Arms; llth-12th century Knights and Men-at-Arms and 17th century
Roundheads, Cavaliers, Pikemen and Musketeers. They are known by the name of Series 22 MK2 1977.

During the course of talking to Peter Gilder on the HINCHLIFFE MODEL stand at the recent Model
Engineers Exhibition I mentioned that I had yet to see any of the HERITAGE MODELS INC., (Dallas, Texas,
U.S.A.) 15mm Napoleonic range. At once Peter flung two packs at me, taken at random from boxes behind
the counter and said "See what you think of these". Well what do I think of them? I think they are
very good and certainly quite outstanding in such a small scale. I have Set number CP19 which consists
of the Command Group, including guidon bearer and trumpeter of French cuirassiers(or dragoons?) which I
believe sells at about 32p. Then set 130 consists of 8 similar figures which I believe are the rank-
and-file cuirass.iTars (and/or dragoons?) - selling I believe at about 65p. As I find even 25mm a bit
difficult to paint I have always been of the opinion that 15s were the last word but even I am aroused
to optimistic enthusiasm by the remarkable detail on these Heritage figures. No doubt many readers are
already building their armies in this scale and range which I thoroughly recommend.

From a French organisation DISQUES SERP, 6 Rue de Beaune, 75007 Paris, France, 1 have received an
illustrated list of their military books and LPs. Of course, to our unenlightened eyes they are a bit
expensive but you get what you pay for and if what you want is songs and marches of well known French
Regiments or illustrated books with French text, probably unobtainable elsewhere, then they can be
obtained from this firm. They also supply 8mm war films which they claim are from Second War'-archives
and also propaganda posters of all nations of both First and Second World Wars.

This may not be quite the place for such publicity but it is as good as anywhere else to mention
that Townsend Thoresen, the European Ferries, are promoting a series of SUPER WEEKEND-PLUS-ONE MINI-
BREAKS to the Continent taking in the most exciting and famous battle sites of World War One and Two.
Special Tour No.l covers Poperinghe, Ypres, Menin Gate, Passchendaele, Sanctuary Wood, Vimy Ridge,
Albert, Beaumont Hamel and The Somme. Special Tour No.2 is a "Longest Day" trip to Ste. Mere Eglise,
Utah Beach, Arromanches, Caen and Pegasus Bridge while Special Tour No.3 entitled "A Bridge Too Far"
covers Breda, Nijmeegen and The Waal, Arnhem and the Rhine. Each tour is personally conducted by
Major Tonie and Mrs, Valmai Holt, Military Lecturers, Authors and Consultants (they recently wrote that
impressive book on World War One postcards "TILL THE BOYS COME HOME" published by MacDonald and Jane's).
Besides providing courier services, Major and Mrs. Holt do detailed and lively commentaries, using con
temporary material to set the scene and recreate the atmosphere of the period by means of books, films
and recordings. All Tours start approximately 10 a.m. from London and return to London at approximately
8 p.m. two days later, covering Friday/Saturday/Sunday or Saturday/Sunday/Monday. Travel is by luxury
coach; cross channel fares with lunch and dinner are included; plus two nights in luxury hotels with
dinner, bed and breakfast. Hotels are 3/^ Star standard; all rooms have private bath/shower, etc. All
Museum entrances and other fees are included. It is suggested that the tours are ideal for Husbands
and Wives, Fathers and Sons and groups of friends. Prices start from £7^.50p and if you are interested
you should contact Major and Mrs,T.Holt, Military Tours and Visits, c/o Excursion Department, Townsend
Thoresen, Car Ferry Centre, 1 Camden Crescent, Dover CTl6 ILD, Kent.

The economic climate of today is hardly conducive towards the introduction of new journals or
magazines, yet three publications with a military and/or wargaming background have recently been launched.
There might seem to be doubts as to whether that dealing exclusively with wargaming has survived more
than the first issue (if complaints received from people who have sent money, etc., are anything to go
by) and no further information is available about the progress of the two magazines that I now mention
- if you are interested I suggest you contact the people concerned. The first is SOLDIER ON! claimed
to be "a military modellers magazine" which certainly has an impressive list of experts in its contri
butors who include Martin Windrow, John and Boris Mollo, Philip Haythornthwaite, Robert and Christopher
Wilkinson-Latham, Terry Wise, Stuart Asquith, Ian Knight, Chris Warner, Will Fowler and artwork by
Gerry Embleton, Mike Chappell and Chris Warner. The first issue includes articles Dien Bien Ph^ by
Martin Windrow; Campaign Uniforms of the U.S. Army 1893-1903 hy Philip Haythornthwaite; The Light
Brigade by John and Boris Mollo; French Revolutionary Wars by Terry Wise; Boer Matabele War 1837 by Ian
Knight and Air Observation Post R.A. by J.Wilkinson-Latham - all with notes on modelling hints, and
many more articles, long and short on various topics from camouflage to weapons and medals. Regular
columns include ■ book and model reviews, a wargamers column, modelling hints column and an article on
leading model makers and shops, details on military museums, problem page and a letter page. Single
copies are 50p plus 15p postage and packing, 12 issues £7.80p including postage and packing (USA ̂ 1.75
plus 95c or 12 issues $32.^0). Write to Soldier On Publications, P.O.Box 1^, Barry, South Glamorgan.
Then there is BATTLEFLAG put out from 1832 Highland Drive, Carrollton, Texas 75006, U.S.A. (l2 monthly
issues for j^6.00 plus ^2.50 for foreign subscribers. Claimed to be a magazine for the military enthusi
ast it is intended to include wargaming, military miniatures, scale modelling, collectibles (guns,
medals, flags, etc), military history. It kicks off with a series of in-depth articles on World War
Two's Eastern Front, claiming hitherto unpublished accounts translated directly from both Russian and
German official documents. Some of the articles scheduled for the first year will be Weapons and ships
of the American Civil War; Hitler's view of post-war Europe; Cortez and his conquest of Mexico; Bashido,
the code of the Samurai; Sea warfare in the Ancient Mediterranean; Inside the Steel Ring - the Battle
for Stalingrad; Combat Plying for the Third Reich plus other regular features which will include war
gaming news, etc.

At the Model Engineers Exhibition I was given a leaflet advertising The WARNHAM WAR MUSEUM - Great
Britain's largest private permanent collection of World War Two vehicles, uniforms, badges, medals,
tracked and amphibious vehicles and equipment, etc. (all under cover). Open every day from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. (lO a.m. to h p.m. winter months) it is on the main A2^ Horsham to Dorking Road, near Horsham,
Sussex. It has a large free car park and a licensed restaurant adjoining.

Since writing the paragraph above about HINCHLIFFE "HERITAGE" I5mm wargames figures I have received
a large package containing numerous samples of their Prussian Napoleonic range in their green (v32p')



and blue (65p) packages - the blue packets appear to contain approximately twice as many figures as
the green. All Prussian, the selection sent me is that detailed in this month's HINCHLIFFE advertise
ment elsewhere in this magazine so that with so many figures to appraise, I am in a position to say
that I find them most impressive, with detail comparable (and superior in many cases) to most 25nim
figures so that I imagine they should not be much more difficult to paint. I am particularly impress
ed with the artillery and equipment packages, finding the thought of obtaining four 6pdr guns or three
12pdr guns for a mere 65p to be a most attractive proposition! And they are extremely well detailed!

Interestingly, by the same post as I received these samples I also had a letter from veteran war-
gamer John Cook (published elsewhere in this issue) in which he mentions this particular range, saying;-
"I have bought a number of Heritage 15mm figures and can say that the detail are as good as any 25mm
figure and are superior in this respect to any other 15nim figure currently available. However the
cavalry, particularly the horses, are noticeably larger than those of other manufacturers, although in
fairness it could be argued that the others are too small." In the context of John's letter on figure-
scale, this is an interesting comment

At the recent Model Engineers Exhibition the HINCHLIFFE MODEL LIMITED stand was, as usual, a most
stimulating spectacle with its show-cases full of beautifully painted figures and assembled kits. Peter
Gilder, their designer who is also responsible for much of the painted figures, proudly showed me their
latest piece of equipment which takes its place amongst the quite exceptional items that have been put
on the market of late. This time it is an Ancient/Medieval storming-tower approximately 180mm in
height which had been made up and painted, complete with animal skin cladding. Almost too good to go
on a wargames table, this piece of equipment could take its place as a coffee-table model or a museum
piece - like their recent issue of a log bridge, it is not cheap at £8.20p for the kit and £2.k5p for
the skin cladding kit - but an amazing amount of thought, planning, design and very skilled work must
have gone into this model which is pictured in this month's Hinchliffe Models Limited advert elsewhere
in this issue.

This pleasing 80mm model of a Grenadier of the 12th Foot (The
Suffolk Regiment) is the latest figure in this range put out by uS
Hinchliffe Models under the title of "THE MINDEN CRY". It will de-

light the heart of any old soldier who served with one of these six
British Infantry Regiments (The Suffolks, Royal Welsh Fusiliers,
Hampshires, Lancashire Fusiliers, King's Own Scottish Borderers,
King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry) who wrote ani- immortal and quite It?
exceptional page in British military history on the 1st August 1759 /
when they attacked and flung back in total disorder 10,000 French .
cavalry. At the time their hats were adorned with roses picked from ^
the gardens of cottages they passed during their advance and, it will y ^
be seen, that this figure has one of those rose bushes prominently «
displayed. At £k.50p this will make up into a quite exceptional ^
model of high military interest. ^

■« ., ~ ' vi. si
still on Hinchliffe Models, they are proud to announce their

appointment as the sole U.K. distributors for the famous French ^
LABAYEN 5kmm range of figures that military collectors have known for
a long time to be exquisite models that portray the style and mood of
their period with elegance and authenticity going hand-in-hand to make each piece a collectors dream.
Foot figures will sell at £2.50p each, cavalry figures at £7.k8p.

Peter Manning who is designing the new MINIATURE FIGURINES 25mm Colonial range, wargames regularly
at my house every Thursday evening and never fails to excite me by talking of whatever he has been
working on during the day. Of course, collecting my Colonials in the 30mm range, I am only able to
avail myself of certain items of equipment such as the quick-firing Pom-pom gun, Maxim machine-gun,
Gatling, etc., and now I am eagerly awaiting the British field guns. To those who might raise their
hands in despair at mixing 25 and 30inm figures - may I say that the Scruby and SAE 30mm figures that
form a large part of my Colonial armies blend in very well with the "larger" 25mm ranges and the guns
that Peter is turning out are as large if not larger than those purchased many years ago, proporting
to be at that time 30mm in scale. I have seen the first of the immortal k.7 Naval gun that was landed
and mounted on a crude carriage to give artillery hack-up to the British forces during the Boer War -
all of us are familiar with the larger model made by Britains which became legendary when portrayed
in H.G.Weils' book "LITTLE WARS" - now it is possible to obtain it in 25mm scale, complete with straw-
hatted crew. Any Colonial wargamer who misses this one wants his brains testing!

At the Model Engineers Exhibition considerable interest was aroused by the new model tree kits in
the "LANDSCAPE SERIES" of JOHN PIPER (ACCESSORIES) LIMITED. Although mentioned previously in this
magazine, it was the first occasion on which I had seen these trees "in the hud" so to speak and they
are most realistic (although one could say they ought to be at £2.32p for one OO/kmm scale tree). Con
struction is easy by assembling the cast white metal limbs and painting them then attaching with con
tact adhesive the rubberised horse-hair supplied and finally covering the horse-hair clumps with white
glue and sprinkling on green fine cork granules until the tree is covered. Autumn tints can be intro
duced by means of air-brushing but the green shade supplied in the kit is most realistic for a tree in
full bloom.

The Italian model firm ESCI whose U.K. distritbutors are Eisenman and Co Ltd., 32 Wellington Street
London WC2E 7BD, have recently released a series of five diorama kits in 1:72nd scale based on major
battles of the Second World War. Retailing at about £3.80p, each kit contains about 500 pieces and a
17" X 10" vacuum-formed base made in the shape of trenches, ruined buildings, roads and rail tracks,
bunkers, shell-holes, etc., etc. The scenery with each set is appropriate to the specific setting and
theatre of war and each contains at least two vehicles, infantry figures, artillery and various access
ories such as telegraph poles, road signs, sandbags, oil drums, etc. The titles of these sets are
"Ardennes - the last victory"; "Arnhem - the last bridge"; "Moscow - Operation Taifun"; "El Alamein -
The desert battle" and "Anzio - The Allied landing".



Our faithful supporter with advertising WARRIOR METAL MINIATURES are bringing out some new
Gaulish warriors in 25mm scale, armed with swords, spears, round and ohlong shields, etc. I have not
seen them hut they are said to he some of the hest figures put out to date hy WARRIOR, heing well
proportioned and animated. There are some weird Science Fiction figures also available produced hy
WARRIOR for CLYDE MODELS of Glasgow under the title "Dragon Fantasy Miniatures". Also, I understand
that Warrior have begun a range of figures depicting characters from the French magazine and T.V.
cartoon series of Asterix the Gaul - I am not personally familiar with these particular type of
figures and I do not know in what scale they are heing produced.

HEROICS AND ROS faithfully support this magazine with advertising and have a fantastic range of
1:300 scale vehicles and figures - the latter heing probably the most relatively detailed figures in
any scale on the market today. The latest armoured fighting vehicles from this group are still only
lOp each and consist of - Modern: USA M88 ARV and M578 Light ARV; France - AMX-10 RC armoured car;
German - Leopard 2AV MET and Luchs 8x8 armoured car; Israel - L-33 155mm SPG. World War II - USSR
KV-85; Germany - Panzeriaeger IV/70 and Horch Staff Car; Hungary - Raha Botond truck; USA - M22 Locust
and UK - Beaverejte (6p). I am told that there are dozens more in preparation in the Italian CV3/33,
Autohlinda Al, H ngarian Zrinyl SP AT gun, etc. If you want a lot for your money and the ability to
utilise valuable wargaming space to the greatest possible advantage then have a look at what you can
buy from Heroics and Ros.

FROM THE ADVERTISEMENTS:

NAVWAR of A8 East View, Barnet, Herts EN5 5TN, are offering at 45p for a packet of 6 some new
1:A50 scale micro-miniature AFVs, the smallest range of present-day British, American and Russian
armoured vehicles. RONALD SPENCER-SMITH of 66 Long Meadow, Frimley, Surrey, continues to turn out
his excellent 30mm plastic figures at about 3p each, cavalry at under 8p - they match in with modern
25mm ranges as well! MICRO-MOLD of Station Road, East Preston, West Sussex BN16 3AG, continue to
increase their range of Bellona wargames scenery with a German 155mm gun position; tent and marquee
set; country house and lodge. SHIRE PUBLICATIONS of Church Street, Princes Risborough, Bucks, have a
new'Discovery*book with 69 illustrations "Horse Drawn Transport of the British Army" including plan
drawings of the GS Wagon Mk VIII and 18,000 word text for 75p, LEICESTER MICRO MODELS of 32
Wellesbourne Drive, Glenfield, Leicester LE3 8PN, announce long awaited additions to their Micro-tank
and 1:4800 scale micro-ships. There are considerable numbers of ships available and the vehicles
include a Ram Kangaroo; Sdkfz 7 with quad; Vickers Light Tank Mk6 AA; a G.M.C. petrol bowser; Leopold
Rail Gun. M and M MODELS of 27 Gilbert Avenue, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts, specialise in the English
Civil War and their latest 25mm figures are a Dutch musketeer and a mounted figure of Charles I. Look
out for the new MINIATURE FIGURINES Mexican-U.S. War of 1846 and for the preceding Alamo era figures
- I had to read this in a book despite seeing most of the senior people there, no one bothered to tell
me about them! EAGLE MINIATURES new French Revolutionary Wars figures will be out shortly, beginning
with a mounted cuirassier, a charging Hussar, a line infantryman in cocked hat and a light infantryman
in crested helmet.

SALUTE '78

COME TO CHELSEA OLD TOWN HALL ON SATURDAY 15 APRIL 1978 AND SEE THE BEST WARGAMING IN LONDON

DEMONSTRATION GAMES: PARTICIPATION GAMES: STATIC DISPLAYS: TRADE STANDS: BRING AND BUY: WARGAME

FIGURES: PAINTING COMPETITIONS AND MANY OTHER EVENTS

PAINTING COMPETITION for 20-30mm figures; 20-30 figures in a unit of foot, 10-20 mounted,
on recognised bases.

All to be

1. Pre 1500 AD (Foot and mounted). 2. 150O AD-1980 AD (Foot, mounted and vehicles).
3. Fantasy (Middle Earth, Science-Fiction, D & D., etc) Any unit comprising 10-20 figures.
4. Equipment. Any piece or equipment with crew, transport or animals. Any period.
5. 54mm Skirmish figures - 3 any period, based.

Please address enquiries to - J.Bridge, South London Warlords, Co-ordinator Open Days, 34
Typwald House, Wells Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 6AG. Tel: 01 699 8406.

One aspect of the Chelsea even which will interest readers is that they are hosts for an informal
meeting of the Southern England Wargames Association, which had its first airing at "Armageddon" last
November. Although 22 Wargames Clubs were officially represented, many clubs did not attend this
meeting, and advance notice of the two meetings arranged for "Salute '78" and "Southern Militaire" may
encourage a fuller attendance for these meetings. It is emphasised that this Association is in an
extremely formative stage, and that everybody is invited to attend.

THE CONDUCT OF WAR

Five lectures on the theme of innovation and change in land warfare.

18 February

25 February -

4 March

11 March

18 March

EARLY MODERN WARFARE (l6th-17th Centuries) William Reid FSA.,FMA., Director,
National Army Museum.

FROM MARLBOROUGH TO NAPOLEON David Chandler MA.,FRHistS.,FRGS., Deputy Head
Dept. of War Studies and International Affairs, RMA Sandhurst.
THE INDUSTRIALISATION OF WAR Michael Howard CBE.,MC.,D.LITT., Chichele
Professor of the History of War, Oxford University.
THE HISTORY AND FUTURE OF ARMOURED WARFARE Major Kenneth Macksey MC., Author
of "Tank Warfare"; "Guderian, Panzer General"; "The Guinness History of Land

Q,r©

THE PROSPECTS FOR PEACE IN THE NEXT DECADE Brigadi'er Kenneth Hunt OBE.,MC.,
Director, British Atlantic Committee, Fellow of the Institute of Strategic
Studies.

Lectures begin at 2.30 p.m. on Saturdays in the Lecture Theatre of the National Army Museum.
Admittance by ticket only, available free of charge from - Keeper of Education, National Army Museum,
Royal Hospital Road, London SW3 4HT. Tel: 01-730 0717 Ext. 28.



MATCHSTICKS? YOU MUST BE JOKINGI

Andy Callan

I am sending you an article for the Newsletter which 1 hope you will find to he suitable. I have
found that my matchstick armies have all the compactness and convenience of hoardgames, without the
sacrifice of the aesthetic element so important in wargames. They seem to he at their hest in cam
paigns as they seem to make for a smoother transition between map and table-top than I have found in
figure-based games. (So far we have re-fought the campaigns of 16A2-3-A in the West Country with
great success).

By the way I have some Leeds wargamers actually marketing this matchstick idea under the name of
"The Jomini System". Although I am flattered by the imitation 1 am rather dismayed that an ex-member
of the Lancaster University Jomini Group (Wargames Club) should have neglected to make the appropriate
acknowledgements. So before any more ."pirates" step in, 1 would prefer to see the idea in print before
an appreciative audience of people who would make use of it rather than seeking to profit from it. It
would also open the way for intelligent criticism and suggestions, which would greatly be appreciated.

That is the usual reaction 1 get when I tell a fellow wargamer that my English Civil War armies
are made of matchsticks and cardboard, cost well under a pound and conveniently be carried around in
a chocolate box. Once he has seen them and had a game with them, however, 1 am pleased to say that I
am often asked how to make themi That is just among friends of course, so.I would be interested to
see how the idea goes down amongst the Newsletter readership.

I was driven into something as unconventional as matchsticks largely through two things - lack of
money and laziness! 1 had neither the cash nor the time to build up the two large armies of 25mm
figures 1 would need were I to fulfil my dream of re-fighting the major battles of the English Civil
War on the table-top. Now like many other wargamers 1 had had my imagination fired by the introduc
tion of those marvellous mini-Minifigs (the 5mm regimental blocks) since they seemed to open up whole
new concepts in wargaming. These would have been just what 1 nedded but soon after their introduction
they mysteriously disappeared off the market. The castings had been crude, admittedly, when compared
with the exquisitely-detailed 6mm Heroics, but for value and usefulness they beat them hands down.
Assembled in their masses they had looked marvellous on the table.

Alas they were no more. Driven thus to a cheap substitute, I decided that a regimental block
out of matchsticks, if suitably painted, could do the job almost as well. So 1 sat down, worked

Mrt my requirements, tried a few dummy runs, and a weekend later 1 had the complete New Model Army at
Naseby, ready for the fray, total outlay about 20pi

The System;

I decided on a ground scale of one inch to fifty yards, which meant that a mile on the table-top
was around three feet. This would enable me to stA«e even the largest battles of the war on a dining-
room table.

Two main types were needed, pikemen and musketeers. The standard operational formation of the
time was six deep so initially I decided that each matchstick should represent a depth of three ranks
- this would allow a six-deep formation to 'double the files' so as to fire a three rank 'salvee'
(according to the Swedish method). Unfortunately this made moving whole units rather fiddly while a
sneeze would have had consequences too horrible to contemplate! So I chose instead to make the basic
unit six deep and to move it as a block - on the rare occasions when 'salvees' are needed I now just
leave a block sized gap between'musketeer units and assume the frontage is greater than it appears.
The standard infantry block is shown in figure 1. and represents approximately 25 files by 6 ranks.
This is allowing feet of frontage per man, a compromise between the fairly loose 'operational'
frontage and the close 'anti-cavalry' order. I deliberately left frontages rather vague so that al
though the block theoretically represented 150 men (25 x 6), in practice the total could be anything
from 100-200 thus making accurate assessment of an enemy unit's strength very difficult for the table-
top general. The system relied upon an umpire doing all the paperwork so that once they had been
engaged, you would no longer be aware of the exact strength of even those units on your own side.

Ftfrlikrn hopes, skirmishing musketeers (for hedge fights, etc), or dismounted dragoons I chose to
represent in units of about 50, and cut-down pinheads mounted on a strip of plastic card did the job
quite adequately - converted Heroics figures would have looked nicer but 1 preferred 'doJit-yourself'
(see figure 2). Highlanders, operating in their 'clumps', 'clews', or columns were a bit more diffi
cult but a mixture of block and loose order (figure 3) gave a suitably ragged appearance.

Horse;

The basic unit at the time was the "Troop", which seemed to have averaged out at about 75 men.
This was handy as it meant that I could use a f inch matchstick section to represent 25 files of
horsemen formed up boot-to-boot (figure A).

Doing things on the cheap once again, 1 made my artillery pieces out of matches, cardboard and
pins (figure 5). For the larger guns - demi culverins, etc., - the wheels were made from cardboard
discs cut out with a paper punch while the smaller drakes, falconets, etc., had their wheels made from
slivers of sprue.



Painting:

This, of course, Is largely a matter of taste. For the foot, I paint the hlock overall In the
uniform colour, then add hlack dotg: along the top edge to represent hats, flesh coloured dots along
the front for faces, a row of hlohs representing either huff coats or armour, and finally a darker
shade along the lower third of the hlock for breeches. Cavalry are easier, the horse helng hrown
overall and the rider huff, with just a silver top for a helmet. Flags, made from sellotape wrapped
round a shortened pikestaff add the final touch.

Extras:

Converted Heroics make excellent staff officers of ahout the right size. For scenery use pipe-
cleaners painted green for hedges (not a new Idea) while for houses I used carved corks (Boots sell
packets of them for home hrewers) which, with hlack felt-tip windows and doors and palnted-on thatch,
look suitably rustic. For anything grander cake decorations or any of thel:300th products on the
market are fine (although as my army cost next to nothing I have no Intention of splashing out on
cast metal scenery).

Now to anyone with a spark of Ingenuity It should he obvious that this system Is adaptable not
only to contemporary conflicts such as the Thirty Years War, hut also to virtually any period when
regular formations were the norm. I have Marlhurlan, mld-18th century and Napoleonic matchstlck
armies and a friend of mine Is working on a Roman Legion. As for rules, go ahead and make your own
(l have no wish to he dogmatic), hut If you try you should find it possible to break away from some
of the more stultifying aspects of the figure-based game. You might find these points worth hearing
In mind, for the ECW at least, although with modifications they could apply to other periods too.

1. The ease of movement of these armies, and the fact that the ground scale Is so' small means that
for once a realistic time scale can he adopted. 1 use a five minute move, which seeing as units moved
and reacted so slowly seems to give a realistic game. So long as you are flexible and do not stick to
a rigid move-hy-move progression when there Is no need to (e.g. when there Is a lull In the fighting),
this often has the result that game-time comes very close to real time,

2. Because the wargames General Is now commanding whole armies of a realistic strength, rather than
a dozen or so units totalling perhaps a scale 3000 men. It should he possible to take the tactical
minutiae out of his hands. For example. In an ECW cavalry action the options open to an Individual
Colonel (according to which tactical school he was trained In or which military manual he had read)
might he a) Charge In a la Gustavus/Rupert/Cromwell; h) Caracole, or c) Receive charge at halt with
carhlnes/plstols. Now we all know what any wargamer worth his salt would do, hut If such decisions
were left to the Individual Colonels (i.e. a dice roll with suitable additions/subtractions for train
ing) then once the Initial battle orders had been Issued then the battle Itself would run largely on
a kind of "automatic pilot". The General would thus be making the real command decisions rather than
messing about with formation changes and the like. Moreover, opportunities for gamesmanship are dis
tinctly reduced, which cannot be bad.

3. Given the 'ad hoc' nature of the war, with commanders and troops of wildly varying abilities and
training, there Is a very strong case for tne "two players knowing vaguely what will probably work
according to contemporary precedents, but caly the umpire really knows the rules" style of game. 1
Have been playing like that for some years now so I am glad to see, according to recent Issues, that
the system has got It's adherents among the Newsletter readers. Playing according to the letter rather
than the spirit of the rules Is Impossible If you do not know themi
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THE VARGAMERS' SPECTRUM -

CONSUMERS. AESTHETES. PLAYERS AND HISTORIANS

this ̂ can'sometimes lead\o ̂ such ' compl^ differences between
suggests. If they are to co-operate properly it would surely be as well to identify them more
clearly, so with this aim I have compiled the following brief guide.

First of all there is the Consumer, who enters his games in the belief that it is not what you
do which matters, but what you do it with. In this century of industrialised warfare and the
"materielschlacht" this attitude is perhaps appropriate to the t^imes, although most strategic manuals
still cling to the notion that there is more to war than just material resources. Our consumer -
wargamer, however, does not much care about the other things. He goes for expensive models where
cheap ones would have been Just as good. He sneers at last year's models, and always has the latest
and flashiest on his shelves. He will be devastatingly knowledgeable about what the manufacturers
have to offer, and will have plenty of money to waste on equipment. He will pack his armies with
elite regiments and pride himself on his tactical skill when they win against materially less well
endowed opponents. His French Napoleonic army will be at least fifty per cent guard: his Second
World War force will be SS with King Tigers. No march-weary conscripts or second-hand PzKw IV's for
him! No plastic figures or (horror of horrors!) scratch built kit. He will buy his rules, and his
board games, and everything else. For him, wargaming is a form of conspicuous consumption.

The Aesthete shares some of the consumer's interest in the latest models, but usually because
they tend to be more artistically designed: not simply because they ARE the latest. He will applaud
when 15mm figures grow to 20mm, or 20mm grow to 25 and even 30mm. In each case the playing (and
financial!) disadvantages are seen as trifling compared with the great increase in moulding detail
which is possible with the slightly bigger types. For him, the visual aspects of the battle is the
important thing. It must somehow resemble a battle painting if it is to be convincing. He therefore
likes his figures in extravagant poses and well-bulled dress uniforms. Diverse "campaign" clothes
are occasionally acceptable to add a touch of poignancy to the scene, but they should at least be
clean. The figures must look spick and span, even if they are supposed to be wearing rags. Like the
consumer, the aesthete will tend to prefer commercial to home—made figures, since the commercial firms
usually get crisper detail. The aesthete, however, is prepared to devote endless pains to conversions
and painting. His terrain will also be first rate: usually in large, ready-made features which are
complete with all the trimmings. This leads to great inflexibility from one game to the next, but at
least it looks good. As for rules, they will be as low-level and basic as possible. The aesthete sees
the battle in terms of individual vignettes and personal predicaments. His wargames really have as
much relation to war as the most romantic of nineteenth century war paintings.

The "player" is quite another animal again. He enters into wargaming in the same spirit as the
Bridge or Chess player, but usually because he is not very good at mastering the complexities of
either of those two subtle and abstract games. Wargames offer him a less rigid alternative, in which
pedantry and argumentation (as opposed to true argument) can often succeed even without great skill
to give them validity. For him the wargame is above all a competition. He will expect to manipulate
every single one of his model soldiers in every detail, so there are no cowards and shirkers in his
forces, and his entire energy can be directed against the opponent. Orders will be obeyed by private
soldiers even before the commander-in-chief has relayed them to his A.D.C., let alone to his battalion
commanders. Every trifling manoeuvre will be executed with as much precision as at the Trooping of
the Colours. The model army, in fact, will be manned by a sort of cross between telepathists and
robots. The player will plan everything in minute detail before the game starts: his intelligence of
the enemy will be 100^, and there will be no room for any "fog of war". There will be endless games
manship and perhaps some outright argument. Finally, the player will prefer to use commercial rules,
since he is then more likely to meet other players with the same basic assumptions as himself. They
can then bicker happily away at each other over the minutiae, with never a thought for historical
realism.

The historian, by contrast, probably makes the worst wargamer of all, since he rarely has any
common ground with any other wargamer. Most wargamers are either scientists or uninterested in
history, after all. And even among fellow—historians there is rarely any agreement about what actu
ally went on - at least if they have done any research at all. The historian will therefore wreck
every game he plays by disputing the rules on the grounds of accuracy. He will display an annoying
contempt for the immaculate parade - ground armies of the consumer and the aesthete, and he will
scorno the commercial rules of the player. He will have an intensely irritating habit of pointing
out that in real war no commander ever has the sort of total control over his troops which is a

CONTINUED ON PAGE*



CASUALTIES AND MORALE IN NAPOLEONIC WARFARE

Philip J.Haythornthwaite

The days of mutual annihilation on the wargames tahle are gone, many players using rules which
provide for the automatic withdrawal of units suffering a certain percentage of casualties, usually
50^, heyond which it is estimated that, in reality, no unit could have functioned and would have had
to retire.

The following points, which came out of research for a proposed hook, may he of interest to those
wargamers who strive for maximum "realism" and those interested in Napoleonic warfare in general.
Those sensible players whose rules are home on the proverbial postcard should pass on to the next
article!

Having examined the casualty-figures of numerous actions throughout the Napoleonic wars, I be
lieve it impossible to attempt the calculation of a mean percentage below which units could not oper
ate, not for reasons of the differing qualities of various regiments, but simply because no statistics
exist to prove at exactly which point a unit was compelled to retire by reason of casualties. Where
reliable figures exist at all (i.e. those not deliberately falsified and which differentiate between
genuine "casualties" and deserters classified as "missing"), it is usually impossible in the case of a
defeated unit, to determine at what point the unit broke or withdrew and the number of casualties in
flicted during withdrawal.

In order to reach any conclusion, sample casualty-figures can be examined in the light of contem
porary opinions about the severity of the action in which they were occurred. With.few exceptions the
examples quoted below were regarded by observers and participants to be amongst the hottest fighting
and severest losses of the entire period.

Colin Halkett's British Brigade at Waterloo was punished so severely that the brigade-commander
requested that his troops be given some respite, emphasising the desperate straits in which he must
have considered his brigade to be. Because of the critical nature of the moment, the request was
denied and further casualties were incurred. Considering Halkett's appeal, however, percentage losses
of the regiments concerned were quite low: 2/30th Foot 38^. 2/33rd 37.1^, 2/69th only 21.8^ (though
this battalion had lost heavily at Quatre Bras), and the 2/73rd the very heavy loss of 52.2^, an
average brigade loss of 38. including "missing". Percentages of fatalities ranged from 9.7%
(2/73rd) to only k.6% (2/69th). Contemporary observers, however, were more appalled by the condition
of the l/27th, "lying dead in a square" with the apparently unprecedented loss of 66.3%.

The only comparable casualties of the 27th's loss were those resulting from the carnage of Albuiera,
in which Hoghton's Brigade lost 63.2%, Myers' Brigade 51.9% and Colborne's 65.3%, the latter a genuine
"freak" statistic as three battalions were destroyed in minutes with neither time nor opportunity to
retire (the l/3rd lost 6^3 men). The losses of the other two brigades should also be regarded as un
typical, resulting from the most uncharacteristic toe-to-toe fight of the entire period.

Casualties incurred by British units at Talavera, another extremely hard-fought engagement, are
more typical of the heaviest loss which could usually be expected: calculated over two days' fighting,
von Langwerth's brigade lost 56.6^, von Lowe's ^8.1^, Cameron's hQ.7%, Mackenzie's 3^.^^, Stewart's
31.6^, H.Campbell's 30.2^, Donkin's 27.7%, Tilson's 17.9% and A.Campbell's 10.1^; the other infantry
brigade, Kemmis', lost only 6.8^ and the heaviest cavalry casualties, sustained by Anson's brigade,
were only 16.h% despite the costly charge of the 23rd Light Dragoons.

Statistics for defeated forces are less reliable; for example, it is possible that the following
figures of French casualties at Busaco may have been deliberately Jfalsified. However, official casual
ties of French brigades in this action - some of which were utterly routed - show a heaviest loss of
26.k% (Maucune's brigade) and 2k.2% (Simon's); others are remarkably light, Sarrut's 17.8^, Foy's 17^^^,
Ferey's 12.7^, Graindorge's 11.5^, Marcognet's 9.k% and Arnaud's 7.1^.

Bylandt's Netherlands brigade at Waterloo was routed by exposure to heavy fire; though their loss
was h3.7%, only 23.9% were killed or wounded, the remainder listed as "missing", in this case a euphem
ism for "deserted" or, as often happened, using the excuse of assisting wounded to the rear as a way
of leaving the firing-line, perhaps half-a-dozen men "helping" each wounded comrade. The 7th Militia
of Bylandt's brigade, with the "severe" loss of k2.2%, had in fact only 12.k% actually hit.

The examination of unit losses (rather than brigade) is equally confusing, since (in the case of
defeated forces) it is impossible to tell how many casualties were incurred in pursuit. The hardest-
hit Russian regiment at Borodino, the most appalling carnage of the era, lost only about 55^ (6th
Jagers). Unit losses of this magnitude or greater can often be explained as the result of one crush
ing blow - for example Colborne's brigade at Albuera - in which units had no chance to retire even when
they passed the theoretical point beyond which they could cease to function. For example, the heaviest
loss in Simon's brigade at Busaco (Legion du Midi) 55^) seems to have been the result of a few volleys
received when (probably) leading the brigade, the percentage being so high because the unit's original
strength was only 564; their 311 casualties would have represented a much smaller proportion had they
been incurred by either of the brigade's other units, the 26th Line (lost 17.4^) or the Hanoverian
Levion (lost 13.7^).

It is equally difficult to ascertain the level beyond which a unit would theoretically cease to
function from a point of view of manoeuvre, at least without reorganisation (the necessity for re
organisation probably explains Halkett's request at Waterloo), though if.morale were unaffected there
seems no reason why a unit could not function to some degree with 60 or even 70% casualties, though
certain manoeuvres would be impaired: at Salamanca, for example, the British 53rd (245 strong) was
forced to retire in line when threatened by cavalry, "the ranks too much thinn'd to attempt a square"
(their total loss was 26 killed and II6 wounded).

CONTINUED ON PAGE



TALKING WARGAMING
Thinking to have learned a lesson from

Crecy, at Poitiers the French dismounted their horsemen on the
false supposition that this was the only way in which they
could heat the similarly dismounted English men-at-arms.
However, this deprived them of mobility and shock, their
principal asset for offensive action. Typically the French
commander gave no thought to any kind of tactical manoeuvre
that might turn the outnumbered English from their strong
position.

Even seventy years after, at Agincourt the French
leaders were still unable to control their impetuous and un
disciplined nobility, of whom it was said "had forgotten
nothing and learned nothing". So the battle went as the
others had done with Medieval heavy cavalry and infantry
again shattered by a vastly outnumbered English force of
courageous and disciplined archers supporting dismounted
men-at-arms in a defensive formation.

In the later stages of the Hundred Years War, at last
recognising the superiority of English archery fire-power, the French commanders avoided attacks
against the English in prepared positions and seized all possible opportunities to force them to fight
at a disadvantage. Notable among these leaders were Bertrand Du Guesclin, an outstanding Constable
of France, who excelled in night attacks and novel stratagems, despite English protest that such
practices were unchivalrous.

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH:

I have recently purchased some TAMIYA Samurai. Unfortunately I have been unable to find a book
about them. Can readers help?

(Readers don't need to bother - see "THE SAMURAI" by S.R.TurnbuII (Osprey 1977 t8). It would
help if readers actually READ the Newsletter, where a review of this book was published in May 1977.)

ooOoo

MORE FROM D'ORDEL'S MANUAL "TACTICS AND MILITARY TRAINING" (LONDON 1902)

The Positioning of Artillery in Attack. The artillery will advance to the distance of 600 yards
from the enemy, where the guns will be trained upon the enemy's artillery, and the artillery duel will
be begun® As the artillery will now be "in the presence of the enemy, and beyond the limits of the
ground held by the troops in which it is acting" it will send out" a "combat patrol" of twl men to the
front and flanks to perform the duties of a cavalry escort (see Field Artillery by Lieutenant-Colonel
Pratt, R.A. page 116) and to protect the guns from counter-attack.

Conversely, when defending, the enemy will push forward at first the whole of their artillery in
this manner. This will mean that it will only be protected by two, or at most three, men acting as a
combat control, assuredly some within easy rifle range, this will probably afford the defenders an
opportunity of making a successful attack on the enemy's guns and capturing them (Drill Book 1896 pages
123, 118 and 2).

ooOoo

SUN TZU ON "THE ART OF WAR" (This selection seem particularly suitable for psychological warfare against
a nervous wargames opponent!)

Hold out baits to entice the enemy. Feign disorder and crush him. If he is secure at all points
be prepared for him. If he is superior in strength, evade him. If your opponent is of choleric temper,
seek to irritate him. Pretend to be weak that he may grow arrogant. If he is taking his ease give him
no rest. If his forces are united separate them. Attaek him where he is unprepared. Appear where you
are not expected. These military techniques, leading to victory, must not be divulged beforehand. Now
the general who wins a battle makes many calculations in his temple ere the battle is fought. The
general who loses a battle makes but few calculations beforehand. Thus do many calculations lead to
victory and few ealculations to defeat; how much more so no calculations at all! It is by attention to
this point that I can foretell who is likely to win or lose.

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

1. Name two famous brothers who won the VC in World War One?

2. Name as many battles of the Mexican-American War of 18k6 as you can?

3. Name a battle fought in 17^5 that did not involve Jacobite Scots?

A. Who commanded the American 82nd Airborne Division in Operation "Market Garden"?

5. Dates of following battles of the 100 Years War - Crecy: Poitiers: Agincourt: Verneuil:
Patay: Castillon and Formigny?

ANSWmS ON PAGE Z\

THE ONTARIO MODEL SOLDIER SOCIETY Annual Competition and Show will be held on June 17 and 18,
1978, in Toronto and will be an open competition. Needless to say, we would be delighted to have
some contestants from the United Kingdom. Write to J.A.English, 72 Binswood Avenue, Toronto,
Ontario MAC 3N7, Canada.



LETTERS
"Having finished the article "Alternative Wargamlng" I wonder whether 1 have over-stated my

case! I hope however that you will find, space for at least a little of my "manifesto" - your pages
have always seemed a refuge for outspoken opinion up to now.

I find myself In total agreement with you on most points regarding the unfortunate direction
wargamlng seems to he taking today, and although not a veteran of the hohhy like yourself, I feel I
am sufficiently hattle-hardened by nine years of 'gaming' to place my own Interpretation on events.
It Is my contention that the contemporary wargame, like all human activities, cannot be looked at In
Isolation. It Is very much a product of the times. Now this opens up some very broad ranging ques
tions and so, although deliberately controversial, this broadside by "Dave Spart" of the "Wargames
Liberation Front" tries to be somewhat light—hearted as well as being thought—provoking.

Apologies for the extreme length. It Just seemed to grow like Topsy!"

Andy Callan of Lancagtgr.

"Lying on my bed In a plaster cast after a knee operation, I have now the pleasure and leisure
to write to you once again. I trust my last messages reached you. As I told you I am writing a book
on wargames and I will try to get It published through the Ministry of Education.

However, what I wanted to write to you about Is this. Latin America has a fascinating military
history which Is almost unknown, even In Latin America. In "Newsletter" No.186, which Is the latest
I have received, there were two letters on Latin America. Faced with this rising Interest In our
military affairs, about which I must confess myself practically Ignorant, 1 cannot but put myself at
the disposal of our readers, as regards Brazil. The problem here is that the "Armed Forces" are in
violate. Such books still in print, though good are not entirely reliable due to exalted nationalism
etc. Witness the different accounts as to the performance of Brazilian troops In the "Paraguayan War
1865-1870", In Brazilian and Argentine accounts. The wars in the area of the River Plate have every
thing to Interest wargamers. Ali kinds of operations: military, naval, combined, guerilla, etc. ^
Cavalry was the predominant arm In these affairs, especially mllltla, volunteer or irregular cavalry.
As I said, the truth Is hard to find, especially since 196A! There Is a book, by an eminent military
historian. Gen. Nelson Werneck Sodre, which has been banned, the mere possession of which could mean
trouble. It Is however, I believe, since I do not have It, and those who do treasure It, the only
really reliable book on Brazilian military history - "The Secret History of the Brazilian Army."

Information on uniforms Is scarce, since the only book published, "Uniforms of the Brazilian Army"
by Gustavo Barroro and Ivan Wasth Rodrigues, Is long out of print. I will however try to consult this
at the Army Library and send as much information as 1 can on request. Please transmit this to those
who might be Interested."

Ralph Peter Henderson of Rio de Janeiro

ooOoo

"I am struck by the lack of logic, and Intellectual honesty, showed by the most Implacable
opponents to fantasy gaming: they use In their argumentation games such as "Bunnies and Burrows" which
are not wargames, but cunningly avoid to quote the armies of hyborian times which are no more than
ancient or medieval armies with mythical names - In the same way as the "lace wars" armies of P.Young
and Ch. Grant In their classical books; and then triumphantly conclude that there Is no link between
the two games. They also forget the peculiarities of ancient wargamlng (the very background of fantasy
games): In H & M era, historical opponents belong to the same civilisation, and wear perfectly-known
uniforms; so a Waterloo player will never dare to meet an opponent, not only from Fontenoy, but even
from Austerlltz. On the other hand, many ancient battles were between different civilisations, allow
ing far greater freedom to the wargamer: indeed, most ancient wargames are situated In mythical Earths
where Seleucld sail to Britain, or Bellsarlus 1b contemporary with Ramses! As for the "respectability"
of the hobby, let no one forget that, for "general peoples", wargamers are never doing more than play
ing with toy soldiers (and Incur a suspicion of "militarism" and "fascism" at least avoided by some
fantasy gamers); meanwhile, the endless debate about "national characteristics" proves that no one can
be sure to reflect the behaviour of an Austrian trooper more accurately than that of a Green Martian
on his throat. This, and the numberless Napoleonic armies overflowing with "Guard" and "elite" units
underline the ludicrously pedantic aspect of the claims for "seriousness of military research and
simulation". In fact^ yes. It Is true, there Is no room In a wargame magazine for "D & D" - not be
cause it Is fantasy, but simply because It has a different mechanism (as Monopoly differs from chess);
and the same applies to any historical role playing game. Symmetrically, every battle game with model
soldiers a wargame, and deserves its place in any wargamers' publication, even If the warriors are
Elves, Venuslans or pre-Britons with mammoths!

I beg your pardon for my "barbaric" English, but some things had to be answered to some Intolerant
pedantlcs."

Jean-Louis Fiasson of Lyon, France.

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ ON PAGE ZO
ooOoo

1. Lt. (Temp.Lt.Col.) Boy Bradford 1916 and Lt.Gmdr,G.N.Bradford RN^Zeebrugge 1918!)
2. Chapultepec; Palo Alto; Resaca; Monterrey; San Pasqual; Buena Vista; Vera Cruz;

Cerro Gordo; Contreras; Mollno del Rey; Puebla.

3. Fontenoy, 11 May 17A5.

k. General Gavin.

5. 26 August 13A6; 19 September 1356; 25 October 1A15; 17 August 1A2A; 18 June 1A29;
17 July 1453; 15 April 1430.



I know I have written about this before but because of rising prices I feel it is even more
jraportant to re-start Swop Shop. It would be a good idea to put a notice in the Newsletter to see

re-started I have ten Royalist pike and five musketeers, two
jilicers four peasants, one gunner also nine Roundhead pike and five musketeers with one officer

Pe^e^LSTw I rin^randT ^ willing to take 15mm Indians (both kinds),
Series) " Marlburian guns, gunners and train also Osprey books Men-at-Arms

P. Bishop, The Old Malthouse, Brimpsfield, Gloucester GL4 8LD.

tn months that Swop Shop existed, I received less than a score of enquiriesto me to indicate a marked lack of interest! Editor). qumes

ooOoo

- that seems

war^aL^r interest the latest debate in the Newsletter "on the pros and cons of Fantasy
or fantafv <raL ^Th concerned there is room for everybody be they boardgamers, period wargamers
aLfn^wal a arguments being used against the fantasy people remind me of the days when war-
ha^not ffot ^ lunatic Fringe' of the model soldier hobby. By the sound of things wargaming
selec^mrnf^fif conservative establishment. Thanks to fantasy gaming we now have got a great
faitasv Lmer a Ancient or Medieval games. As already has been said today's
al? kiLf nniT7t tommor's Napoleon or Wellington. In the local society over here we h^e
dahhiHna n'r, 2 buffs, wargamers (fantasy and standard) and boardgamers, many of them
dungeon it olVll standard wargames I enjoy a good entertaining trip into a
serlousi'v and ■ a '^°"® ^''® is not to take it tooseriously, and keep in mind two words - Enjoy Yourself."

Cameron Robinson of Model Figures and Hobbies, N.Ireland.

ooOoo
"I have just returned to UK on leave and have been catching up with the wargamine news in the h

iriS Octoler issue. This Is a question vMcli has heen raised tro. tl.e to time
lift?! Newsletter for as long as I have been a subscriber and I was surprised that it provoked suchreaction, perhaps the Fantasy/Wargame controversy has taken most of the limelight.

less qualification than George Erik to question the authenticity of the
products of model soldier manufacturers, but it seems to me that the problem here lies in the fact
that model soldiers do not conform to a scale at all, merely sizes. A scale afl undLsLnd i^ ^s a
on^® Thrterms proportional differences, in this case between a real soldier and a modelone. The terms 15mm, 25mm, and so on, are not so much scales as sizes in so far as they do not relate
to anything, other than relative bigness between each other. ^ relate

the nrodnetln^^of^rf anatomy is not constant, and that this is the reason for
Pd?v figure by one manufacturer that differs in size and bulk from a figure of alleg-
surLfall fL^re^of^o " manufacturers accept the six foot man'^remise ^he^
comnatible Th^rip ni 25mm scale, regardless of manufacturer, stance or activity should begruSu, vIe;:a vit;"SL°o( Inl"". "" "sure. one „„„f.cturer ar, Incon-

own f?EurL^are''?ruri%mf^eaVp system of grading model soldiers a manufacturer can claim that his
cludiWexMndL^ uLp H whatever, representing a six foot man with/without hat/shoes, in-uding/excluding base and so on, and nobody can say that he is wrong. This is not a desirable situa
tion in my opinion because it can mean that the customer is sometimes buying a 'pig in a poke' I

for a^iinitJ''tLt°m®°'"?^®r^ with the quality of any figures currently available and I do not suggest
advantagr^f thrsTtua^fn i inislead customers, but I do think that they tend to take
buy Sl^hifftorfro^th^t sLrc'e!'"'"'"'^ manufacturer's interests if the wargamer has to

I realise that it would not be as easy to describe a model soldier as 1-7P for instance as it
' ■>« ""-k " "UK tl„, that the'various .anutSc^r^Ja

very ro( Mrci'tLe?! 1"P«v"y in .arga.es Ilgurea car be
May I say a few, final I hope, words about fantasy games? It may be felt that enough has alreadvbeen said, nevertheless Mr.Barnes, who took me to task in the nicest possible way for suggesting that

fantasy had no place in the Newsletter, obviously construed my letter as a critique of Middle Earth
^  distinction between Middle Earth? ^antasrof sSence f?cJ!on

accent that have specialist wargame magazines or not is beside the point, I simply do not"?? wp Tu w eames are wargames and as such contend that they have no place iA the NLLetter

Th^Ae irn^wav^®nr ^® degrading to both wargaming and military modelling,fnn Lp a 't u ®^^Sument that can persude me, that this has a place in the hobby. Finally lust
uou enjoyed Tolkien and also enjoy Science Fiction, my favourite beingRobert Heinlien. However, I keep them firmly in their place, which is not warAaming?"

John Cook of Epsom Downs, Surroy,



BOOK

REVIEWS
PANZERS AT WAR ty A. J.Barker. (llf" x 8f";

lAA pages; 170 Illustrations. Ian Allan Ltd -

I  f "th 1 "t * 1' ' t f li' ̂ hX "t h ' *-»v«
eal literature that has come out in recent years »#
concerning armoured fighting vehicles and those of

self for anyone to write and get published a hook

succeeded in that, aided hy more than 170 illus-
few which have heen published outside

grim realities of blitzkrieg and to ̂ show what it

Those of us who served in the British armoured aesa.
forces during World War Two had a very wholesome y;.,
respect for German armour, particularly the biggest L
tanks of the later years of the war and we were „.r
conscious that their vehicles far out-classed ours

in almost every respect. This book develops the
progress of those weapons and the German Panzer
force from the pre-war days, in Poland, the .,^.„
assault on the West, North Africa and the Balkans,
Russia, Italy and Western Europe. Specifically deals with Panzer Generals and with the development
of Panther and Tiger tanks and the Flakpanzers and "Funnies". The illustrations are quite except
ional and, as claimed, the majority of them are new (at least to me). As it was an approach that I
favoured in my book TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE, I particularly like the true-life quotations from
participants, one sentence from a man who has been up at the sharp end, being worth a page of des
criptive writing based on theory, assumption and interpretation. This book is in series with those
other admirable books put out by the same publisher - Desert Rats at War in North Africa; Desert Rats
at War in Europe and The 51st Highland Division at War and fully maintains that already high standard.
If you are a wargamer in the World War Two period then this is for you.

AMERICAN HALF-TRACKS OF WORLD WAR 2 by Chris Ellis and Peter Chamberlain. (87" x 5f"; IDA pages;
17 pages of plans; 53 pages of photographs. Bellona Publications Argus Books Ltd - £2.95p).

These authors need no introduction as their names are bywords for accurate research in the field
of armoured fighting vehicles. This time they are dealing with the ubiquitous half-track which, used
by almost every nation involved in World War Two, was seen in large numbers in every conceivable
theatre of war. Providing a first-class compromise between fast road running and effective cross
country performance, this lightly armoured vehicle had a multiplicity of uses, ably shown in the fine
pictures of this book and described in its very full text. The full table of contents is as follows -
Personnel Carriers; Mortar Carriers; Multiple Gun Motor Carriages; Gun Motor Carriages; Half-track
trucks; Post-war Service; Tabular Summary of Variants; Technical Specifications; Diagrams of major
models and Pictorial section, model by model. The British Army extensively used American-designed
half-tracks and many of these pictures will arouse a sense of nostalgia to those of us who clattered
for many dusty miles over the roads of Italy and Western Europe.

THE SECOND BOOK OF WARGAMING by F.E.Perry. (8" x 6"; 64 pages; 41 half-page photographs. Model
and Allied Publications, Argus Books Limited - £1.75p).

Written for younger enthusiasts and those who like fighting wargames with 54mm figures, firing at
them with guns in the true H.G.Wells fashion, this is a second book of wargaming and is a more than
adequate sequel to the first volume. Its pictures give a very pleasing reaction as they are all of
54mm figures, many familiar from the days of our boyhood and others which have appeared since. The
text is pleasing and informative so that it represents a very suitable book for a young enthusiast or
an older person masquerading under that guise 1

From PRESIDIO PRESS, 1114 Irwin Street, San Rafael, California 94901, U.S.A., I have received a
leaflet of military books, some new and some reprints. There are certain savings possible and other
books offered at pre—publication price although, those books which have already appeared in England
such as Frederick Wilkinson's BATTLE DRESS and THE UNIVERSAL SOLDIER are subject to the usual American
mark-up which does not exactly make them a bargain for us. However, there are some other good books
dealing with American military history, the Civil War, etc., that make this list worthy of attention
for the wargamer interested in the armies of that country.

VOLTIGEUR WARGAMES RULES FOR THE NAPOLEONIC WARS by Dave Millward. Produced by Skytrex at £1.05p
plus about lOp postage and packing, these rules, so far as can be told without play-testing, would
seem to be a reasonably straight-forward and relatively uncomplicated attempt to create a fast-moving
Napoleonic wargame. The author has been around the wargaming world for long enough to know what he
is up to and I have the greatest respect for both his playing ability and his attitude so I accept his
contention that he is attempting to bring a new approach to Napoleonic wargaming by designing rules
that produce success by using the tactics of the time. Admittedly, most*rule-makers claim that they
are doing that and indeed if the rules are slanted so as to cope with the prevailing tactical factors
then this should more or less automatically follow. These rules combine the usual points values,
factors and also percentage—chances; they cover all the usual rule aspects and include an interesting
innovation in that once a unit's morale state deteriorates below "cautious" it loses men as deserters

CONTINUED ON PAGE Z4-



LOOKING AROUND

MAGAZINE - February 1978. Well produced and illustrated as always, contains features on
the latest kits, models, books, etc., plus illustrated articles on the recent NATO exercise; report
on Northern Militaire; Modelling wargames figures for the Franco-Prussian War including much on con
verting existing Airfix figures plus numerous articles on aircraft, fighting ships, etc.

AVALON HILL GENERAL - November-December 1977. Main feature is an in-depth article on Victory in
the Pacific and other naval warfare of World War Two plus articles on Basic Resource Points in the
game Third Reich; Pilot's supplement to Richthofen's War; Postal Jutland; 1776; Stalingrad and other
features, correspondence, etc.

BATTLE - February 1978. Well produced and illustrated with an increasing lean towards wargamers
stimulating observations by Terry Wise; letters and features dealing with the latest books, figures,
kits, modern equipment notes by Toby Wrigley; inexpensive wargames chariots; the Battle of Edgehill
as a wargame; Charles Grant on Marlburian Warfare; Tony Bath on Hyboria; Wargaming at Northern
Militaire; a new wargame puzzle feature; Napoleonic Campaign Wargaming; and the battlefield of
Beaumont Hamel. A very full and interesting issue.

BATTLEFLEET - Vol.10: No.5. The Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society contains Rules Review;
Vessels of the Imperial German Navy 1871; Napoleonic Ship Sizes; Model Review; plus news of a certain
crisis of magazine production within the Society!

LONE W^RIOR - January 1978. This journal of the Solo Wargamer's Association must be very eagerly
awaited by its lonely subscribers. Contains a good article on Desert Floorgames by John Sandars; War-
games Reality; Fringe Campaigning ; reviews of the latest books and games, etc., plus interesting and
pertinent correspondence columns.

MILITARY MODELLING - February 1978. Puzzling cover picture 'of a Churchill tank with crew wearing
odd blue uniform and stripes pointing upwards instead of downwards; host of mouth—watering advertise
ments plus well illustrated articles on Prestonpans 17^5; Mini dioramas; plus features on the latest
kits, models, figures, books, etc.

SOLDIER — January 1978. This beautifully produced magazine on the Modern Army contains good
articles on the Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal Artillery; the Airborne Museum plus fine feature
articles on the latest military LPs and books together with up-to-date news of Britain's army of today.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue A9. Slightly different format but still very well illustrated and laid-out,
this issue contains the naval attack on Kronstadt in I919 by Coastal Motor Boats; the great tank battle
in Sinai 1973; The Mustang Fighter; the German attack on Leros in 19A3 - the last of the German air
borne assaulti; and a striking commando raid "Angerville".

BOOK REVIEWS - Continued"^ Page

who are counted as casualties so far as morale is concerned. Additionally, the rules include an
alternative movement system and some optional rules. The chapter dealing with "Classification of
Troops" is useful as are the means of adopting the rules for use with 15nim figures - this scale be
coming increasingly popular. Finally, there is a four-page Playsheet which claims to condense the
rules and that they are able to be quickly followed - may I timidly mention that this Playsheet is
about, four times as big as my full-scale rules for this period - but then, I am noted for my simple
attitude to the hobby!

CASUALTIES AND MORALE IN NAPOLEONIC WARFARE - Continued from Page

For the formulation of rules, therefore, the point of compulsory retirement should be closely
connected to morale, with a different percentage figures for various types of troops: experienced^
veterans might be allowed to sustain 55^ losses before compulsory withdrawal, inexperienced troops
say 25^ with "average" units around ^0—^5^ But one additional factor should be considered: unsupported
withdrawal in the face of the enemy could have such dire consequences that in many cases a unit would
be safer to stay in the line of fire and continue to suffer casualties than to attempt a withdrawal
and perhaps be annihilated in the process. Therefore, providing morale remains steady, withdrawal
caused by the infliction of a certain percentage of casualties could be delayed until contact with the
enemy is broken, an adjustment to the morale rules ensuring that a depleted unit which would otherwise
withdraw is not allowed to remain in the line of fire for more than a limited period. In this way,
casualties on the wargames table will generally reflect those incurred in reality, with the chance of
the odd exception of a percentage in excess of 50% as actually happened on rare occasions.

THE WARGAMERS' SPECTRUM - Continued from Page

commonplace in wargaming. Worst of all is his view that the vague and indeterminate action of "morale"
has more effect on the outcome of battle than such clear and quantifiable forces as firepower and
technology. Where does that leave the scientific or competitive wargamer? They have nothing left to
work on, if they cannot be sure about the ground rules. As for the consumer or the aesthete, they are
obviously in a different hobby altogether.

All four of these wargame types are in the hobby for different reasons. They are each after
different payoffs, and can rarely talk to each other on the same wavelength. They each require differ
ent types of game, as a subconscious level. This is not to say that one of the four types might
prefer board games, another fantasy games, etc. All four types crop up in all the different sub-
departments. This means that there is all the more need to identify which type you are talking to -
and which type you are yourself. Perhaps one day there may even be a wargamer who succeeds in bridging
the differences between the four types!



NOTICE BOARD
Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to

TRADITION, 5a & 5h Shepherd Street, London ¥.1.

ooGoo

TUNBRIDGE WELLS VARGAMES SOCIETY; Owing to difficult print delivery dates over the Christmas
period"! it is regretted that there was no way of puhlicising this Cluh's Wargames and Military
Modelling Exhhition held in Tunhridge Wells on Sunday, 26th February. It is hoped that it went well
and that the efforts of this pleasant and enthusiastic group were rewarded.

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 to February 197^ inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.OOP including postage ^USA/Canada 50c or 11 for 05.50). Back numbers March 1974 to date
can be obtained from TRADITION (5a & 5lJ Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.l.) at 40p per copy includ
ing postage.

REVEILLE '78. the third exhibition presented by The Lincombe Barn Wargames Society will take place
on 12th March 1978 at The Downend Folk House, Ovendale Road, Bristol, from 10 am to 6 pm REVEILLE '78
will include a painting competition, an Ancients' competition, numerous wargames in many different
periods, plus tables (subject to availability) for non-scheduled games. In addition there will be trade
stands, refreshments and full scale military representation.

For details of the painting competition and a map of the venue please send a S.A.E. to John Oman,
14 South Avenue, Yate, Bristol BS17 5JA.

ooOoo

MIDLAND MILITAIRE '78

Midland Militaire will be staged for the first time on June 17/18 1978 at the Botanical Gardens,
Birmingham. Hopefully it will become one of the major dates on the wargames calendar. Outstanding
features include - An enormous Dark Ages game on a huge table over 100 square feet involving hundreds
of figures and some of the major names in the Ancient wargames world. A wargames club competition
involving clubs from all over the country and with cash prizes and demonstration games illustrating
many varied aspects of wargaming. Participation games will enable anyone to pit their skills against
gunfighters, aircraft pilots, mythological demons and medieval knights, etc., etc. There ;rwill be a
mass of trade stands and demonstrations showing the latest in wargames accessories.

Clubs or groups interested in putting on or taking part in a demonstration game or participation
game should contact Dave Millward, 60 Buttermere Avenue, Nuneaton, Warks (please include S.A.E.).

At this year's MIDLAND MILITAIRE there will be a elub wargames competition with teams of three
competitors. The winning team will receive a handsome trophy to hold for one year and a £35 cash prize,
the players will receive a winner's certificate. The losing finalist team will receive a £15 prize and
its players runners-up certificates.

The main rounds of the competition will be fought on the Saturday. The first round will be fought
in the Napoleonic period; the second in the Renaissance period. Teams will enter for EITHER Renaissance
OR Napoleonic and will fight as a team; the players being cast as general and two sub-generals. The
main aim of the competition is to test general wargames skills rather than those specific to one period,
the finals will take the form of games in Early Medieval period and .;o will be fought on the Sunday
between the winners of the two previous rounds. The winners of the two main rounds will be decided by
totalling the points of each team winning its main round game and the team with the highest points
total will be the .winner.

The rules for the Napoleonic games will be 'Voltigeur', those for the Renaissance will be 'Musket
eer' and for the early Medieval 'Gods Acre'. Rules are available from Skytrex Ltd., 28 Brook Street,
Wymeswold, Leicestershire. Teams will be required to bring their own army for their main round game
but armies for the finals will be provided by the organisers.

There will be no army lists as such, however teams will be required to submit army lists with their
entry and armies must be reasonable and historically accurate. The organisers reserve the absolute
right to require any changes to the teams lists that they think fit (any changes will be notified where
applicable within 10 days of our receipt of your list). Lists for the Napoleonic period should be 2000
points (according to Voltigeur points values plus one general and two staff officers). Lists for the
Renaissance should be according to Musketeer points values, 2500 points plus one general and two staff
officers.

All entries to P.Hastings, 101 Castle Road West, Oldbury, Warley, West Midlands.

ARENA 11 CONVENTION

VICTORIA LEISURE CENTRE, Bath Street, Nottingham. 4th March - 9.30 ̂  to 7 pm. Admission 30p.

The Nottingham Wargames Club and the Nottingham Model Soldier Shop cordially invite all wargamers
to this wargames event which will feature trade stands, display games and star invitation games. War-
gamers are invited to come and take part in boardgames, a huge Dungeons and Dragons game and other
events. For fuller details see advert elsewhere in this issue.
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Th'/o members of the 3rd Commando Bri<Tade Air

Squadron at Varde in Denmark during exercise
Teamwork 76. The men seated in a Hafflinger
truck are among those res-vonsible for
technical support to Roval Marine helicopters.
The North Atlcintic Treaty Organisation
exercise took place over a major portion of the
12 million sqiiare miles of the Atlantic Command

of NATO, involved some 80000 personneland all
three major NATO commands. Allied Command
Atlantic, Allied Cotrimand Channel and Allied
Command Biirope.

(Photo; MOD Photographer)

WARGAMING RUl.ES: 1. Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath. 2. Mediaeval period by Tony
Bath. 3. 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath;
4. Napoleonic by Donald Featherstone. 5. American Civil War by Donald Featherstone. 6. Late 19th
Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone. 7. 1917 Period wargame
in German S.W. Africa (incl. rules for early tanks, armoured cars, ectc) by Donald Featherstone. 8.
1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker. 9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War-by Donald
Featherstone. 40p each or the set of 9 Tor £3.00p including postage.

WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefields - 55p.

ALL OBTAINABLE FROM THE EDITOR OF THIS MAGAZINE.



WHY NOT LET MINIAT
WARFARE Ltd MAKE IT FO

REHBI'IBER THE PHOTO DT T,A??r MOM!H'S AD7EIRT - oiir model for a tourist developnent in Tenerife ?
An interested reader liked the "superb presentation" of a modem architectuBal concept, Taut
could we build historical structures to the same standard ? WE CM, AND WE DO. We produce
any given reference subject to any scale, or develop YOUR own ideas on the subject. This
month's photo above is a practical example of giving the client what HE wants.
This is an imaginary early 18th century 'STAR' TYPE GAETRISON POET, in 30iiim scale, designed
for practical Wargaming. He enclosed a rou^ sketch-plan of his requir^ents, overall area
22 X 20 inches, and suggestions for interior facilities he woxild like if space permitted.
Plus a carj^ring cas.e for mobility. Could we research and develop the project ?»
The client's reaction on deUvery was - "MAGNIFICENT . In view of the limted space problem
we 'cheated' somewhat by reducing scale thickness of the walls and building interior
facilities into them, as can be seen. We managed to include;- Garrison HQ, Officers Quarters,
Troops Quarters, Detention Block, Stables, Commissariat, Covered Well, Underground Magazme,
and TTmfl-p Rampart. Removable tops allow defenders to be placed inside Gate Towers and other
sectors. Gates and doors are practical. Everything to scale except steps - enlarged to
accomodate client's 30™ii figures as sliown and facilitate movement.

All of which is to remind you that MINIATURE WARFARE Ltd offers a truly comprehensite ser^e
and can provide what YOU want - 1? WE HATE'NT GOT IT. WE'LL GET IT FOR YOU - IF ?
IT. WE CM PROBABT-'V MATCF TP I Maybe we can solve YOUR problem ? We specialise in MDE-lO-
OPPlijB MODELS for those seeking items not commercially available, and/or for manufacturers
looking for 'new'ideas and 'master' models to extend or supplement their existing ranges -
Figures, Accessories, Architectural Models, Dioramas, etc, to any scale.
RETiTABLB MAIL ORDER SEBFICE; ^jgrgamers are finding that we deliver the goods I
An you do is study the English language publications adverts, and list your requirensnts.
State title, tererence number and quantity required of each item, plus manufacturer or
publisher's name and listed prices. Total the prices, add packing & postage charps, ̂  send
cash/ sterling cheque/ money order - payable Miniature Warfare Ltd - aM we ̂  tto rest.
(Packing & Postage; U.K. orders £10 or over no charge. Under £10 ^ £. Europe all
orders 15^ in g. Overseas Sea Mail 20^ in £. Overseas Airmail 40^ in £.;

MINIATURE WARFARE Ltd, 18b The Pantiles,
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT, ENGLAND, phene 37624



THE NEW MODEL SOLDIER SHOP
162 INFIRMARY ROAD, SHEFFIELD S63DH

Telephone: Sheffield 0742 - 77966
Over 92,000 Soldiers in Stock

AND NOW!! IBmmArmies —50Strips —£10.00 ECWRoundheads—Royalists

WORLD EXCLUSIVE SERVICE
25mm ARMIES AND FORCES by Minifigs and Greenwood & Ball £17.55 each. Post paid U.K. only.
Overseas add 20% P.&P. Minimum of 150 pieces.
Ancient Greek Saxons AW1 American Napoleonic Prussian
Ancient Assyrian Vikings AW1 British Napoleonic Austrian
Ancient Roman Medieval English Federal Bavarian WurtenburgAncient Roman

A

Napoleonic Prussian
Napoleonic Austrian
Bavarian Wurtenburg

ncient Persian

Ancient British

Ancient Egyptians
Norman

Medieval French

War of Roses

Roundheads

Royalists

Confederates

Napoleonic British
Napoleonic French
Napoleonic Russian

Mythical Earth
Sword and Sorcery
Dungeons & Dragons

Send stamped addressed envelope and 7p stamp for each army list.

Hinchllffe Armies £17.95 post paid U.K. only. Overseas add 20% P.& P.
Polish Renaissance — Turkish Renaissance — Holy Roman Empire

Artillerv Units 95d extra
Stockists of: Minifigs. Airfix. Navwar. New Hope Design. Hinchliffe. Historex. Almark. Simpubs. Garrison. Poste Militaire. Osprey.
Rose. Lassatt. Humbrol. W.R.G. Avalon Hill. Sanderson. G.H.Q. Leicester. Dixons. Tradition. Skytrex. Other Rules. Minot. Stadden.
Ros. Games Workshop. Matchbox. Tabletop. Revell. Bellona.Tamiya.

HADLEY HOBBIES
THE SHOP WITH SOMETHING SPECIAL X

FOR THE MILITARY MODELLER! f
SPECIAL THIS MONTH , ^

Hinchliffe Napoleonic 25mm Military figures
BOX OF TEN 70 pence only + p. & p. Fantastic value m

ALSO LARGE SELECTION OF 54mm FIGURES ■
ESCI ENTIRE RANGE STOCKED including new 2nd W.W. diorama kits and attractive
1 /9th scale figures shown right + motor bikes etc.

ALL OTHER WELL KNOWN BRANDS STOCKED — FIGURES — VEHICLES — TANKS — '**1
AIRCRAFT— SHIPS etc. Tamiya - Bandai - Revell - Italaerei - AMT - Monogram - Matchbox -AIRFIX ^
Heller - Hasegawa - Pyro - Eidai - Fujumi - Life Like - Frog - Otaki - X'Acto - Plasticard - Plastruct - 'S
sheet/road/tube brass, ally, copper, tools, paints, airbrushes etc. S

WE HAVE ALL MEW RELEASES AS AVAILABLE FROM IMPORTERS
Conveniently located In the heart of the capital — COME UP AND SEE US SOME TIME!
Barclaycard, Access, American Express and Diners Cards welcome.
2 mins walk Liverpool St. Station. Buses 8, 6, 22, 35, 47, 78, 149. I L

--

OPEN SUNDAYS 9.30-2.00 pm
MON - FRI DAY 9.00-6.00 pm
131 Middlesex Street, Bishopsgate, London El
Telephone 01-283 9870

IVERFOOLSTRaf STATION

IISHOPSbATE

:_j A
nnnii

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with order
Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these puhlications can also he pur

chased at the Tradition shop in London (hut without personal inscriptions and autograph).
VARGAMES - £AA5|p. NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p. ADVANCED WARGAMES - WAPcampq pampatcwc _ pt i.«„
VARGAMES THROUGlj THE AGES - Vol.1 5000 BC to 1-jOO AD - £A.^Sn. WARgAmES THRWGH tL - VoI
1A20-178;3 - £3.75p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol. III 1792-1859 - £i» qOn WABGAMP^ THBruTrw irrrr appc
- Vol. IV 1863-19^5 - £.fett». BATtLES WITH MODEL SOI.DfEB.S p AT^f gg '

BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign - £3.10p. SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3 20d PQITTFRS
Ijjb - £1.80p. AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET! - £i.65p. COLONIAL SMAI.T, WARS 18^-1901 - £5

military modelling - £2.75p. WAioAMERTldlMoK OF
I77?-1783 - £4.25p. just out! WARGAMING AIRBORNE OPERATIONS - £5. OOp



THESE SUPERB FIGURES ARE INSPIRED BY FILMS AND SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS:

STS 1 Trooper in Powered Battle Armour with Missile Launcher.
ST 2 Trooper In Personal Armour Kneeling.
ST 3 Trooper Unarmoured.
ST 4 Star Raider (Enemy Allen)
ST 5 Humanold Warrior

STS 6 Arachnid Warrior (Giant Spider)
ST 7 Cytwrg Warrior
STS 8 Robot Fighting Machine ^
ST 9 Black Starlord

ST 10 White Starknlght
ST 11 Young Hero
ST 12 Humanold Robot new
ST 13 Robot SWORD
ST 14 Space Pirate Captain AND
ST 15 Space Pirate with Missile Launcher SORCERY 25mm
ST 16 Space Pirate with Pulse Rifle SSS3 Thoth Amon

Seated In throne of

Items coded STS are Special Figures skulls twrne by
All others at 12p eight slaves.

Combat Vehicles and

Spacecraft

to follow

Arch-Wizard of the Hyperborean

age, on Impressive skull ornamented throne.
The whole on a litter carried at shoulder height

by eight slaves.

A most Imposing and sinister piece.

61 WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES,

TEESSIDE.

/n USA:
Coulter-Bennet Ltd.,
12158 Hamlln St., North Hollywood,
Calif. 91606.

In France:

Arbols Modellsme,
1222 Rue Bon-Houdart - B.P.32.93700
Drancy.

In Canada:

Sabre Model Supplies,
480 RIdeau St., Ottawa, Ontario
KIM 5Z4.

In Australia:
Truescale Model Imports,
P.O. Box 36, Osborne Park, Western
Australia 6017.

1
EAGLE
MINI A TURES
P.O. BOX 14, BARRY, SOUTH
GLAMORGAN CF6 6YB

Tel. BARRY 740374

We would like to wish all our customers a very Merry Christmas, and
thank you for your continuing support during the year. Below is a
sample of our popular "Crimean War" range which will make excellent
Christmas Presents.

EMB4* Two Br. Officers in winter dress complete with boxes, fire,
coffee pot, cups etc.

EMB5 Private In Greatcoat carrying fire wood
EMB6* Florence Nightingale attending wounded soldier in bed
EMB7 British Surgeon
EMB15* Two British officers discussing Colt and Adams Revolvers
EMB16 Private wearing Greatcoat and full equipment holding

musket and mug
All the above figures can all be complemented with each other.

Single Figures £1.60 — Double Figures* £2.95

New lists available on receipt of SAE. All previous lists cancelled

USA Trade and Retail Distributors:

EXCALIBUR HOBBIES !

170 Mass Avenue,
Arlington, Mass 02174 I
USA I

SKIRMISH LINE MINIATURES

78 Old Farmers Road,

Long Valley
New Jersey 07853
USA

Post and Packing: UK all orders under £5.00 10% minimum 20p
Over £5.00 post free
Overseas surface mail 30% Airmail 60%

NEW ENSIGN WARSHIPS
Metal 1200 Waterline Models

H.M.S. YORK cruiser 1941 £1.50

H.M.S. EXETER cruiser 1939 £1.50

U.S.S.GRIDLEYdestroyer 1942 65p

I. J.N. YUBARI light cruiser 1942 85p

Introducing a new range of
detailed models

WARSHIPS of TODAY

LEANDER CLASS frigate with SEACAT £1.00

U.S. SUFFOLK COUNTY CLASS LST £1.50

U.S. ADAMS CLASS DDG guided missile destroyer £1.00

U.S KNOX CLASS DE guided missile destroyer £1.00

U.S. LOS ANGELES CLASS SSN nuclear submarine 40p

Postage 10%: minimum lOp: overseas extra.

Full Catalogue 25p Post Free U. K.

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES

LOWER BALLOO ROAD

GROOMSPORT CO. DOWN BT19 2LU N.I.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors; Eric W. Know las and Ivy B. Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone: 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30ano—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIALISING FOR WARCAMERS & MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:

HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE
OLD GUARD
GARRISON

RAY LAMB

How to find us

Ships by:
NAVWAR

ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

RANGE

RUSKIN /IRMS
PUBUCHOUSE

HIGH St NORTH

NEW/MODEL

No 373
101 Bus route d

EASTHA/H
DISTRICT LINE

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp In £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

WOT, NO DRA60IMS
DWARF5

HOR DUNGEONS?

NO! ■ NO NODDY NOR

BUT OVER 5"50 WAR&ME5 ITEMS IN

FROM ancients THROUGH TO WORLD WAR Z.

PETER LAING 15mm METAL FIGURES

Send 12p (or sample ligute and full list

PETER LAING

Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD
Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

♦ TH E" SCALf WlT« LOT OF A0VAWTA6E5.

U.S. Wargamers can obtain PETER LAING's metal 15mm figufes through
the following ciealers

So/d/er World, USA. P.O. Box175 Shrewsbury, PA 17361

The Three Musgueteers 10531 Santana St. Lakeside, CA 92040

Thor's TOC (Tactical Operations Center) Box 297, Ft. Meade MD 20755
The Little Soldier 1776 Plaza, 1776 East Jefferson St., Rockville, MD 20852

Royal Hobby Shop 3806 East State Street. Rockford, ILL 61107

AUSTRALIA

sole agents

Battlefield P.O. Box 47 Wahroonga 2076 Australia



If you want your wargame figures to be more than
coloured counters • If you are a connoisseur collector

If you want quality and value for money . . .
.  . . then

iHiniaturESi
are what you are looking for.

From Ancients to Napoleonics in beautifully detailed 25mm scale cast in high quality metal

And now, with the same fine detail, separate weapons etc. 20mm WW II British & Germans
(USA etc. to follow) also authentic medieval campaign & battle rules.

Send 25p for catalogue to 45 Wenlock Street, Hull, HU3 1 DA (overseas 50p)

We shall be at Leeds University Union (Riiey Smith Mali) on 10 Dec.

Main Canadian & USA Stockists:—
FROST MINIATURES, 11516-41 AVE, EDMONTON, ALBERTA T6J 0V1
THE THREE MUSQUETEERS, 10531 SANTANA ST, LAKESIDE, CA 92040
C. S. & D. INC., 731 S. UNIVERSITY BLVD, DENVER, COLORADO 80209
C. H. JOHNSON, 1313 WICKAPECKO DR, WANAMASSA, N.J. 07712

LAMMING MINIATURES 45 WENLOCK STREET HULL HU3 IDA TELEPHONE 26896

RADIO CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR 1:35

1:15 & 1:24

SCALE TANKS

HINODE PLACON
101 &R36 'Hinode" radio control
systems for 1:15, 1:25 & 1:35 scale model tank kits with
remote two motor drive units.

1:35 Scale System, PLACON 101/27

RETAIL INC VAT £25.00 POST PAID, UK ONLY
Equipment contains 27MHZ transmitter/receiver, pre-wired twin
motors, battery box, on/off switch, batteries for both transmitter and
receiver, tank antennae, fitting and operating instructions.
The above system can be installed in any make of 2 motor (remote) tank
kit in 1/35 scale. For example: Tamiya, Nichimo, Bandai.
N.B. The motors supplied with Placon 101 are of special design and
others cannot be substituted. There are on/off switches on both tank
receiver and transmitter for when radio control is not required. Range
varies from 30ft. to 60ft. plus, according to conditions.

m-m

HINODE R36 RETAIL INC VAT £37.00
Radio control system for 1:15 and 1:25 scale remote (2 motor) tank
kits. For example: Tamiya, Nichimo, Bandai.
System contains: 27MHZ transmitter and receiver, pre-wired harness
for battery installation and motor lead connections, batteries, tank
antennae, on/off switch, installation and running instructions.
The system utilizes existing motn—from tank kit and supressor chokes
are supplied with wiring harnr rr plug in operation.
On/off switches are supplied for both transmitter and receiver on tank
for when radio control is not required.
Range varies from 30ft. to 60ft. according to conditions
SEND S.A.E, FOR LEAFLET

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS: EURO-MODELS. P.O. BOX TK6 TWICKENHAM, TW1 2JD. 01-892 0688

EURO MODELS



At Games Centre, we have over 2,500 different items always in stock, including every board
wargame, fantasy-game, rule book and magazine you've ever heard of — by S'.P.I., Avalon
Hill, Game Designers' Workshop, Battleline, Metagaming Concepts, T.S.R., Simulation De
sign Corporation, Historical Perspectives, Judge's Guild, Flying Buffalo, Excalibre, Jedco,
Chaosium, Control Box, Eon, Third Millennia, Balboa, Watts, Bumpus, Fantasy Games
Unlimited, Gamma, Taurus, Maplay, Sopac, Sym-war, Warthog, Zocchi and many more.

call in at one of our shops, you can be sure of friendly personal service, and expert advice.

L?ndonw7A®rs' rangstonli^nThames 'UIip t IV]
01-6368278 01-5496486 has EVERY WARGAME^Open SIX days a week — browsers welcome

Write for details of games by mail order — or see our advertisement each month in "Games & Puzzles" magazine.

2 Castle Street

Kingston Upon Thames
01-5496486

HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-863

9788

THE MODEL SHOP

190-194 STATION ROAD

HARROW, MIDDX.

JACKLEX 20 mm foot 9p CAV
NEW! Mule drawn Maxim Gun and Crew £1 >35

NEW! The Sudan Campaign
Colonial Supply Wagon with four horse team etc. £3.00

set

E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 35p
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off 35p
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 35p
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 35p
FIO Baggara Standard Bearer on Camel 35p
F1 Hadendowah Swordsman
F2 Hadendewah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman

El Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Off.

F4 Jihadia Rifleman
F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLONIAL CATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 70p
COLONIAL f^ULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules, 6 handlers, 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £3.00

COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND UMBER SET
1 field gun, limber, 6 horse team
horse riders, limber riders, etc., £3.00

NAVAL BRIGADE

N1 Advancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off.

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY
B1 Officer Marching
B2 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 inf. Lying Firing
B4 Inf. Kneeling Firing

CAV' 20p 85 Inf. Standing Firing
£1 3g B6 Inf. Advancing

B7 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B8 Inf. Marching

£3.00 89 Highland Off. Marching
set 810 Highland Off. Firing Pistol
35p B11 Highland Inf. Lying Firing
35p B12 Highland Inf. Kneeling Firing
35p B13 Highland Inf. Standing Firing
35p B14 Highland Inf. Advancing
35p B15 Highland Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate

B16 Highland Inf.
BC1 Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
BC3 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
B17 Officer Marching
B18 Officer Firing Pistol
B19 Infahiry Lying Firing
820 Infantry Kneeling Firing
B21 Infantry Standing Firing
B22 Infantry Advancing
B23 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B24 Infantry Marching
B25 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY

£3.00 BZl Officer Marching
BZ2 Officer Firing Pistol
823 Infantry Lying Firing

£3,00 8Z4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
625 Infantry Standing Firing
BZ6 Infantry Advancing
BZ7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B28 Infantry Marching
2ULUS
221 Zulu Chief

HY ZZ2 Zulu Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi

INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN
T1 Chief

T2 Tribesman Lying Firing

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung
RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer
R9 Cossack Off.

Colonial Field Gun 60p
Colonial Mountain Gun 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer. 1
Gunner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod, 1 Gunner
Kneeling. Set 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling. Set 60p

FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY
H6 Infantry Advancing
H7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H8 Infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry Officer

All First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only
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*25mm Tradition wargame figures.

*35mrn figures by Clive Knight.

*54mm animated figures by Chas.
C. Stadden and other makers.

*54mm Tradition figures in kit
form.

*90mm figures by Chas. 0. Stadden.

*110mm figures by Ron Cameron.

*Painted figures in most scales.

Numerous reference books and
painting guides.

Paints and brushes.

*54mm diorama figures by Alan other collector's
models.

80mm figures by Jeff Willis. ^.^^3 souvenirs of a military
80mm figures by Alan Caton. nature.

Plus a selection of militaria and military prints.

Gifts and souvenirs of a military
nature.

*We are the sole makers of these figures and carry the
largest and most comprehensive seiection to be found anywhere.

Nearest Underground and buses: Green Park and Hyde Park Corner.
Buses to Park Lane Hilton.

For those unable to visit us please add postage and packing
on ail mail orders-10% in U.K., 20% Overseas.

OPEN: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9-6. SATURDAY 9-4.

AND FOR THE COLLECTOR OF FINE MILITARY ANTIQUES, OUR NEW MILITARIA SHOP AT

10 WHITEHORSE STREET, W.I.
(adjoining Shepherd Street)

VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

LATEST RELEASES - FOUR NEW 110mm FIGURES by Ron Cameron

RC110-4 COLONEL-GENERAL ERWIN ROMMEL RCIW-G GERMAN AFRIKA KORPS JAGER, 1943

RCnO-5 GERMAN PANZER N.C 0., 1940 RC110-7 GERMAN PARATROOPER, 1940

TTipaLdLiltiLoinL

5A & 5B SHEPHERD STREET ■ MAYFAIR ■ LONDON W1 * Tel: 01-493 7452
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THE GUUIT OFIHE DESERT WAR.
Armed with a 75mm gun, capable of punching

holesinall butthethickestarmour, theAmerican M3
Lee tank proved a formidablefighting machine in
battles with the Germans in North Africa.

The Leefoughtthe German Panzer IV'sand
Tigerl's in Tunisia and despite heavy losses turned
thetideof battle infavour of the Allies.

Toweringsome 11 feetabovetheground, the
Lee was, undoubtedly, thegiant of the Desert War.

Nowthisfamoustank is included in theAirfix
1:32nd scale AFV range of kits. It incorporates
elevating guns, revolving turrets, flexible tracks and
all the external equipment it carried in service.

Three sets of authentic decalsare provided
plusafullpaintingguide.

Technical Details
Engine -400 hp air-cooled radial
Maximum Speed -22mph
Battle VVfeight -60,0001b
Height -lift
Armament -75mm gun, 37 mm gun,

30 cal machine gun

AMERICAN M3 LEE TANK 1933
1:32 Scale Armour Series.

jRFi:

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


